
program, in appreciation of the high preference

among flyers of all types of aircraft for Goodyear

tires, tubes, wheels, brakes and other aviation

products. Goodyear, AviationProducts Division,

Akron 16, Ohio; Los Angeles 54, California.

To assist pilots on cross-country flights,

Goodyear is now installing standard CAA direc-

tion markers on the roofs of all its numerous

plants in the United States. Goodyear is pleased

to help extend this much-needed marker

MORE AIRCRAFT LAND ON GOODYEAR TIRES THAN ON ANY OTHER KIND



PERMATEX COMPANY, INC., BROOKLYN 29, N. Y.

3 8LA&EP

Will not run at 400° above

. . nor become brittle at 70° below!

Permatex Aviation Form-A-Gasket

has 3 PROPerties of equal importance!

O . . LUBRICATION
When Aviation Form-A-Gasket is

freshly applied, close fitting connections

are easy to tighten up . . . all the wayl

©. . . SEALING
Aviation Form-A-Gasket quickly

changes to a tacky paste that makes

assemblies leak-proof to all fuels and

lubricants used in airplanes. The seal

remains pliable . . . connections are

easy to adjust or disassemble!

©. . . PROTECTION
Aviation Form-A-Gasket prevents

corrosion of all metals used in modern

airplane construction . . . because a film

of Aviation Form-A-Gasket seals out

all air and moisture!
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Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc. <1

...with Sperry A-12 Gyropilot at the controls

American’s new fleet of DC-6’s now flying...

All of the American Airline’s DC-6 flagships

now operating are equipped with the Sperry A-12
Gyropilot and Gyrosyn Compass. These

Sperry instruments give American’s pilots the

double advantage of complete gyro-stabilized

control and accurate directional indications

under all flight conditions.

This versatile electronic automatic pilot

applies gentle but alert control corrections

precisely as needed, helping the human
pilot to do his job better and with less effort

than by manual manipulation of his controls.

...for greater flight smoothness,

comfort and enjoyment

The A-12 Gyropilot eliminates over-

control, “hunting” and “wallowing”

. . . brings to passengers the flying

comfort, relaxation and enjoyment

of a plane held in smooth flight

under all conditions of air turbulence.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES: GREAT NECK. NEW TORN DIVISION OF THE SPERRY CORPORATION

NEW YORK CLEVELAND - NEW ORLEANS LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE • HONOLULU
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THE AVIATION WEEK
PROBING POLICY—In the dark-paneled auditorium

of the Department of Commerce, the President’s Air

Policy Commission has opened public hearings. Behind

the four men (Henry Ford II absent), high on the wall,

is inscribed: "on land and sea the lanes of man’s com-

mercial enterprise have marked the progress of civiliza-

The commission worry of the moment is a lane of

commerce that was barely envisioned some 20 years ago

when the building was erected and those words inscribed.

The witnesses in the first week of hearings represented

the airlines.

Their testimony has been variations on a theme-
federal protection. One representative pleaded for the

Government to build transports and lease them to the

airlines; another argued that proposal contradicts the

principle of free enterprise, but that the gates should

now be closed to further expansion; a third at one point

seemed to state there are not enough airlines.

In another part of Washington, another group, whose

interest also is in air transport, began meeting. Their

sympathies are not with the story heard by the Air

Policy Commission. For they represent the uncertifi-

cated cargo carriers.

BACKS TO WALL—'Their prime concern is what
they will tell this week to the commission. They con-

ceded that outlook is not bright. The certificated

carriers’ 12-cent-per-ton-mile rate puts the cargo carriers’

backs against the wall. Tin's is the decisive stage of

a last-ditch fight.

Already several large lines have curtailed operations.

With the forthcoming merger of Slick and California-

Eastern, only Slick and Flying Tigers will be carrying

on a high level of activity.

NICE QUESTION—Hearing and reading the air-

lines’ statements to the commission, the pointed

question among friends of the strictly cargo carriers is,

how can the certificated lines do it? The 12-cent-per-

ton mile rate is far below the rate for both passengers

and mail.

With the certificated carriers asking increased mail

pay as one answer to their financial difficulties, the
cargo people come to the conclusion that the federal

Government is being asked to underwrite a cargo rate

The policy commission may not be the only recourse

of the uncertificated cargo carriers. Air Freight
Forwarder Association, in a CAB brief, has already

hinted at anti-trust charges against Air Cargo, Inc., the
creature of the certificated lines.

Officially, the Department of Justice is “aware of the

situation.”

The freight carriers feel they must have some relief,

and fast.

THE JUDGES—They take their case immediately to

a small walnut-finish table placed almost in the middle

of that air-conditioned room in the Commerce building.

Across the table, from left to right as the witness sees

it, sits E. Palmer Hoyt, restless, grayhaired publisher;

young George P. Baker, professor and onetime CAB
member, propounder of most of the technical operating

questions; chairman Thomas K. Finletter, toying with

his spectacles as his searching questions probe behind

the witness’ formal statements; and gnomish financier

Arthur D. Whiteside, just sitting and listening to finan-

cial problems that must not be unfamiliar to the head

of Dun & Bradstreet. The chair at the end of the

table should be occupied this week by Henry Ford II,

the missing member.

This week these men also begin to hear the story

of the manufacturing industry, with the lightplane pro-

ducers leading off. If truly descriptive of the situation,

that testimony could not be encouraging. But the

commission can find a brighter portrait.

WRIGHT’S OUTLOOK— It is in the address

delivered in London by CAA Administrator T. P.

Wright. He holds fast to CAA’s earlier forecast of a

five-fold increase by 1955 over last year’s 30,000 personal

plane sales.

Catch, though, is there must be an improved, cheaper

plane. No plane now in production or contemplated

meets all of Wright’s ideal characteristics, particularly

price—about $4,900 for a fourplace plane with approxi-

mately 200 hp.

Wright states such a plane is a possibility if manu-

facturing costs can be brought down. Manufacturers

appearing before the commission probably will agree,

but like business men all over the country, can see no
drop in production costs in the offing.

AT THE CAPITOL—While the commission met, an

approach to the same problem of air policy got under

away at the other end of the city, in the aviation sub-

committee room of the Senate Office building across

the street from the Capitol. The Joint Congressional

Board organized and elected Maine's Sen. Owen Brewster

chairman.

The approach might be different than that of the

group in the Commerce Building. Brewster indicated

the chosen instrument issue, brushed off by the Presi-

dent's Commission, might be considered, although two
of his members objected.

At the close of the first day of public activity for the

two air policy boards they found at least one common
meeting ground—a joint dinner at the Mayflower Hotel.
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of Our Shipments

made the last 6 months

Were Rejected!!

Yes, Mr. Aircraft Executive, we have reduced our

rejections to the minimum of less than 1 .7% during

the first six months of 1947. We realized that re-

jections can cause our customers untold trouble and

expense. With this in mind, we spared no expense

in setting up an Inspection Department and Ship-

ping Department second to none. We feel that the

results speak for themselves. Out of $39 1 ,636.65

in shipments, LESS THAN $6500.00 of them have

been rejected. Such a record is an insurance policy

for your organization.

© Inspection Department second

O Shipping Department built on

speed, accuracy and depend-

ability.

O Over $8,000,000 in Stock.

O Representatives of leading air-

craft parts manufacturers and

distributors for War Assets

Administration.

O Write for complete Stock List

and Catalogue.

STANDARD PARTS & EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

NEWS DIGEST

DOMESTIC
Paul E. Richter, who resigned last April

as executive vice president of TWA, has

been elected president and chairman of the

board of TACA Airways, S. A., which is

now controlled by Waterman Stcampship

Corp. Samuel J. Solomon, formerly presi-

dent of Northeast Airlines and now head

of Atlantic Airlines, was named a TACA di-

rector.

Bell Aircraft Corp.'s model 47-B heli-

copter was approved for contact night flying

by the CAA following a comprehensive flight

test program. Conventional navigation lights,

red and green, are located on cither side of

the cabin and a 250-candlepower headlight

is mounted in the nose.

Slick Airways reportedly is working out

final details for absorption of California

Eastern Airways, transcontinental cargo

Col. Luke Harris was elected a director

and vice president in charge of sales of

Lockheed Aircraft Service, Inc.

Air Transport Command’s "Statesman,"

thrice-weekly Douglas C-54 Skvmastcr non-

stop Washington-California flight, com-

pleted its *one thousandth flight, aggregat-

ing 5,280,000 plane miles without a pas-

senger accident of any kind.

Robert Dewey, commissioner for areo-

nautics of Illinois, was named secretary of

the fifth annual NAA National Aviation

Clinic.

Paul D. Niles, chief traffic executive of

Braniff Airways, died in Dallas. Texas.

FINANCIAL
United Aircraft Corp. reports a profit of

$3,416,875 after federal taxes for the first

half of 1947 on shipments worth $97,086,-

163. Backlog on June 30 was approximately

$325,000,000.

of $1 29.05Wor fiscal year ending June 30,

compared to a loss of $.725,281 for previous

year. Working capital increased during the

vear to $3,677,212 and net worth to $6,577,-

'773.

FOREIGN
Australian Navy has established an air

arm and is purchasing two light aircraft

carriers from the British navy.

International Air Express shipments in

July increased 33 percent over the same

Canadian Department of External Affairs

has approved the sale of 150 twin-engine

Dcllavilland Mosquito light bombers to

the Chinese government. RCAF has de-

clared about 500 of the type surplus. Canada

is seeking payment in U. S. dollars.
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Be RIGHT on the Job with Glengarrie Poplin!

Remember, cop quality uniform shirts start

. with top quality shirting. To be sure you

get the best, specify Glengarrie Poplin every

phase of manufacture takes place in Reeves own
mills and finishing plant.

Glengarrie Poplin is a fine, high-count, combed

yarn shirting. It's Sanforized'" and its vat dyed

colors are fast to sun, water and perspiration.

It saves you money and guarantees that your

shirts will still look smart after continued wear

and washing. Demand Glengarrie Poplin for

shirts that are right on the job.

"Residual shrinkage less than 1 %.

THE REEVES FABRIC GROUP INCLUDES:

Reeves Army Twill • Reeveking Gabardine
Glengarrie Poplin • Marine Herringbone

Byrd Cloth Warrior Twill • Mountain Cloth
Pima King Broadcloth • Reevecord

MADE OF FINE COTTONS

REEVES BROTHERS, INC
54 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK 13, N. Y. "FROM COTTON TO CUTTER"

REPRESENTATIVES in: Akron • Atlanta • Boston • Chicago • Dallas • Los Angeles • Philadelphia • Portland, Ore. • St. Louis • Montreal • Toronto
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AVIATION NEWS

NEW NACA RESEARCH DIRECTOR SWORN IN
Dr. Hugh L. Drydcn (left) being sworn in as Director of Aeronautical Research

of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics by John F. Victory,

NACA executive secretary. Dryden, former associate director of National

Bureau of Standards, replaces Dr. George W. Lewis, who held post for 27
years and is retained ns NACA consultant. Dryden is noted for his wartime

development of the BAT, Navy guided bomb used against Jap shipping.

(NACA photo)

Airlines Make Plea for

Transport Plane Subsidies

ATA spokesmen tell President’s Air Policy Com-
mission federal-financed fleet of 3,000 to 5,000

transports needed.

By CHARLES ADAMS

The airlines have served notice on the

President’s Air Policy Commission that an

important part of the cost of maintaining a

large, modem commercial air transport fleet,

readily convertible to military uses in time

of emergency, must be underwritten by the

Federal Government as an investment in

national defense.

Testimony last week at the first public

hearings by the commission, which will

recommend an over-all air policy for the

U. S., revealed surprising disagreement be-

tween the Air Transport Association and

its largest member, American Airlines, on

just how far the Government must go in

financing the carriers’ future equipment

programs. Emory S. Land, president of

ATA, indicated the air transport industry

must lean heavily on federal funds for new
planes, while C. R. Smith, American Air-

lines board chairman, said private enterprise

should play the dominant role.

Vice Presidents Agree—With ATA vice

presidents Robert Ramspeck and Milton

Arnold in apparent agreement. Land sug-

gested a peacetime reserve of 3,000 to 5,000

transport planes financed as a defense project

and built in accordance with military speci-

fications but with advice from the airlines.

From this Government-owned reserve pool,

the airlines would lease as many planes as

they needed to develop the largest practi-

cable passenger and cargo business in exist-

The transport planes would be in three

main categories: equipment of 8,000 to

12.000 lb. payload capacity adaptable to

feeder use; craft in the 20,000 to 30,000 lb.

payload class; and larger ships capable of

carrying 30,000 to 40,000 lb. Greatest need.

Land said, was for planes in the 20,000 to

30.000 lb. category.

Cargo Role Vital-Thc ATA president in-

dicated that the future growth of air cargo

depends in great measure on the develop-

ment of an efficient freight-carrying plane,

but the airlines do not have the $10,000,000

or more to underwrite the design and re-

search for the project. He added that the

Fairchild Packet, built for the Army, is not

completely adaptable to commercial use.

Members of the commission suggested

that planes built primarily to military speci-

fications would not be entirely efficient in

airline service. ATA officials admitted the

problem would have to be faced.

Smith Objects—C. R. Smith said the pro-

posal that the commercial airlines lease

transport planes from the military services’

reserve pool is “a rather WPA-ish way of

doing things.”

He declared it would be inadvisable for

the Army to get in the business of renting

planes and emphasized that the airlines

should first exhaust private sources of financ-

ing new equipment.

"We’re still doing business in America

on a private basis, and the Army should not

be put in a position of furnishing capital

for the airlines or anyone else," Smith de-

clared. Development costs of new-type

equipment, especially cargo planes, can legi-

written off to national defense, he con-

tinued. But the airlines should then buy the

Finance Corp. for a loan if necessary.

Smith emphasized that a 5,000 plane re-

serve of transports is not necessarily the

optimum size. “The number might be 2,000

or 10,000.” But the airlines themselves

should not expand their fleets beyond the

point of good business.

Sorry Finances—Land admitted that the

airlines' financial picture in 1947 probably

will be a sorry one, but he added that the

Government, under the Civil Aeronautics

Act, must safeguard the carriers from bank-

ruptcy if the companies’ management is

honest and efficient. He said the major

problems of air transport
—

"the greatest fish-

bowl industry in existence"—are readily ap-
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air routes and goes beyond the intent of the

Civil Aeronautics Act, Land declared. He
said he would favor a moratorium on new
route cases, and Smith agreed.

The two witnesses called for unification of

CAA and CAB. Smith suggested that the

Civil Aeronautics Administrator report to

CAB. "I don't care how its done, but let's

have all operating regulations in one place.

Now you may get different interpretations of

the same regulation from the two agencies."

The American Airlines executive said he

does not favor establishment of a separate

department of transportation including the

Interstate Commerce Commission, CAB
and the Maritime Commission.

Airport Program Hit—Land said the air-

port program is being carried out too slowly

and is being hamstrung by "peanut politics."

He also urged maintenance of current re-

strictions on surface transportation com-

panies entering aviation: early establishment

of air parcel post and carriage of all possible

mail by air; prohibition of safety or eco-

nomic regulation of air transportation by the

states; and limitation of taxes.

ATA Vice President Arnold said lack of

funds has been a major problem in tackling

air traffic control and safety problems. He
added, however, that “even if we had all

the money in the world we couldn’t solve all

our difficulties before three to five years."

Arnold declared that transport planes today-

have every safety device that can be utilized.

The Civil Aeronautics Act, as written,

was whole-heartedly endorsed by all air

transport industry officials testifying before

the policy commission, including John E.

Slater, chairman of the Board of American

Overseas Airlines, and Carleton Putnam,

president of Chicago & Southern Air Lines,

who followed Land and Smith to the stand.

Slater also favored a moratorium on new
international route extensions, but Putnam
said the domestic system should not be

frozen at this time.

While stating that the Naval Air Trans-

port Service and the Army Air Transport

Command have a legitimate place in peace-

time, Slater declared they have on occasion

overstepped their function. He said the two
are naturally inclined to fill empty space

with whatever is available and criticized

ATC’s carriage of mail bearing APO ad-

Atlantic Subsidy—Slater disagreed with

CAB Chairman James M. Landis' recent

statement that the trans-Atlantic carriers

might end this year with a profit even with-

out mail pay. The AOA executive said a

subsidy of considerable size probably will

have to be paid for some time.

Expressing confidence that the U. S. will

pace foreign competitors in plane develop-

ment, Slater discounted the suggestion that

Great Britain might suddenly forge ahead

technologically in the near future with jet

transports. He said he was somewhat pessi-

mistic over the early development of large

volume of international air cargo.

CLOSEUP OF THOMPSON TROPHY WINNER
Cook Cleland’s surplus Goodyear F2G-1 Corsair, which averaged 396 mpb. to

win 300-mile event.. Square wing tip was Navy production version to fit

British carrier deck elevators. Pratt & Whitney R-4360/Doublc Wasp engine is

fitted with single-stage variable speed gear-driven supercharger and water injection

equipment that raised maximum power to 4,000 hp. Water is injected through

impeller into inlet manifolds. Carburetor air intake extension along top of

cowling increased ram pressure over Navy flush design. Only ten Goodyear"

F2G’s were built. (Bowers photo)

Congress Air Group
Goes Separate Way
Members of the joint Congressional

House-Senate Air Policy Committee last

week started groundwork-laying for a seven-

months study aimed at the formulation of a

national air policy.

After electing Sen. Owen Brewster (R.,

Me.) chairman, and Rep. Carl Hinshaw

(R., Calif.) vice chairman, the committee

held a three-hour session with George Ken-

nan, chief of Secretary of State George

Marshall's seven-man policy planning com-

mittee. The Congressional Committee's

line of attack, Brewster reported, w-ould be:

first, to gain light on the country's foreign

policy; second, ascertain the military and

civilian air components essential for sup-

port and implementation of foreign policy;

and third, then move into consideration

of specific problems confronting various

branches of the aviation industry. The six

members of the joint Congressional group

agreed unanimously on this course, but

procedure details including dates for hear-

ings and witnesses are still undecided.

Foreign Policy Key—"The size aircraft in-

dustry this country should maintain.” Brew-

ster observed, “in last analysis rests on our

foreign policies, and the only sensible way

to proceed in making determinations on the

nation's airpower is to find out something

about what our foreign policies are to be."

Merrill Meigs, Hearst publisher who
served during the war as chief of WPB’s air-

craft division, attended the committee's or-

ganizational meetings in an advisory capacity,

starting speculation that he may be ap-

pointed to a staff position. Meigs figured

in both the chosen instrument and Howard

Hughes investigation hearings conducted by

Brewster, supporting Brewster's proposed

consolidated overseas company and con-

demning the awarding of reconnaissance

plane order to the Kaiser-Huglics Company.

Hal Davis, clerk of Brewster’s aviation sub-

committee of Senate Interstate and Foreign

Commerce Committee, is serving as acting

secretary of the joint congressional group.

Co-operation Fizzles—At Brewster's sug-

gestion the Congressional group held a May-

flower Hotel dinner with members of the

President’s Air Policy Board, headed by-

Thomas Finlctter. Despite the pledges of

cooperation which were reportedly passed

out at the affair, the Congressional group

appears set to proceed independently. Sev-

eral members lack confidence in the Presi-

dent’s board on the grounds that it is com-

posed of novices to the aviation field.

Firestone AAF Contract

For Helicopter Cancelled

Termination of AAF contract for experi-

mental development of the Firestone XR-14
helicopter by Air Materiel Command, has

resulted in the company's abandoning the

development. The GA-45-D prototype

helicopter, powered with a 175 hp. engine,

together with replacement parts design and

engineering data, arc being offered for sale

by Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron.

Prototype has been flying since March

at the Willow Grove, Pa. plant, and has

been regarded as one of the most promising

new helicopter types. At 2,000 lb. gross

weight, actual performance figures show a

top speed of 115 mph., 95 mph. cruising

speed; 1,450 ft./min. rate of climb; 900

ft./min. vertical rate of climb; 14,000 ft.

service ceiling, and 4,500 ft. absolute hov-

ering ceiling without ground effect. Like the

smaller XR-9B Firestone helicopter, the GA-
45D uses the large sinale rotor and tail rotor

configuration.
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MISSOURI’S SKYWAY 1

First state chart to show the route of the new Skyway No. 1 for private flyers

has been prepared for Missouri by its State Division of Resources and Develop-

ment, aviation section. The chart shows communities in the 40-mile-wide

path the Skyway cuts across the state from Joplin to St. Louis, indicating

communities, airports, projected airports and airmarkers. The Missouri seg-

ment of Skyway No. 1 is on the northern section of the route, which runs

between Los Angeles and Washington, D. C., through and adjacent to the

majority of the population centers of the nation.

Skyway 1 Towns Pledge Air

Cooperation to Survey Flyers

Local aviation interest in new route seen as key

to success of proposed network; new skyways would he

designated by CAA if plan works.

By ALEXANDER McSURELY

Enthusiastic reception given the Skyway

No. 1 survey flight from Los Angeles to

Washington, (via Phoenix, Tucson, El Paso,

Big Springs, Abilene, Wichita Falls, Okla-

homa City from the East and West coast

Louis, Terre Haute, Indianapolis, Dayton,

Columbus, and Pittsburgh) augurs well for

the first objective: to obtain airmarkers

along the proposed contact flying aerial

highway for private flyers.

How well the local pledges of airmarking

cooperation are being carried out, will be

indicated in about 60 days, when two mass

flights of private flyers converge on Okla-

homa City from the East and West coasts

and intermediate points to "christen” the

new route. Dates for the Oklahoma City

rendezvous have been set for Nov. 8-9.

Presumably the mass flights will quickly

discover localities where airmarkers have not

been put in, and will spur aviation interests

in those localities to catch up with the bet-

ter-marked portions of the route.

Utility Is Problem—Will Skyway No. 1,

and other proposed cross-country contact

flying routes, be the much-needed shots-in-

the-arm which will transform the personal

plane from an airport plaything to a cross-

country vehicle of economic utility?

Analysis of the proposed route, and its

Southern alternate which taps Richmond,
Va., Greensboro, N. C., Spartanburg, S. C.,

Atlanta, Ga., Montgomery. Ala.. Jackson,

Miss., Shreveport, La., Dallas, and Ft.

Worth, and connects at Abilene with the

Western Skyway 1, shows that a very large

percentage of the nation's capital wealth,

population, and private flying market poten-

tial are within an hour’s flight of some por-

tion of the route.

The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce,

and the Washington Board of Trade, active

sponsors of the new proposed route, com-
pare it to the national highway and other

transcontinental motor roads which devel-

oped greatly improved utility for passenger

and cargo hauling motor vehicles.

. The vast amount of motor traffic gener-

ated along these highways, called for, and
eventually obtained, plentiful servicing facili-

the way. And cities along these highsvays

benefited materially by trade and commerce

with the motorists and truckers who used

Development Seen — There appears a

strong possibility that the personal plane, od

Skyway No. 1. can repeat the historical de-

velopment of the automobile along the na-

tional highway.

Accompanying the original survey flight

across the country, and discussing the over-

all plan with its promoters and with aviation

people in the cities through which the sur-

vey flight passed, the writer found virtually

no objections to the basic airmarking plans

or to the requirements for better service to

transient pilots, which the skyway plan must

A relatively small amount of opposition

was based principally on two arguments:

• Airmarkers in some localities had already

been established and the extra expense of

adding the official Skyway 1 insignia to

existing markers was opposed on the ground

that it would be better to use funds for

additional standard markers.

• Another objection urged it was better to

airmark the nation uniformly to make pos-

sible point-to-point navigation in any di-

rection, saving time over the skyway method

of channelling flight along one or more

Investigation of these arguments developed

one suggestion that localities which had al-

ready placed their markers, might designate

the skyway route with a few Skyway 1 mark-

ers along its course, without painting one

in for every marker already placed.

The second objection was admitted to be

the best theoretical way to provide air-

markers. But it is pointed out that this has

been the method which has been advocated

by airmarking expert like the veteran woman
pilot, Blanche Noyes, head of the CAA air-

marking division, for the last 15 years, with

only mediocre response by many local com-

munities.

The new business to be generated for

local communities, by channelling cross-

country flying in specific routes passing

through these cities is a far more attractive,

and impelling influence to obtain proper

marking along these routes.

Eventually, if a sufficient number of 40-

mile wide contact routes are successfully

marked, there will be only a relatively small

number of off-route markers to be filled in

before the national marking system will be
complete.

At the present stage three predictions

appear in order:

• Success of the whole skyway program will

depend in large measure on the success of

the inaugural flights, the ease and safety

with which the flyers find their way across

the route, and the service and hospitality

of the cities where they stop en route.

• A Successful Skyway No. 1 would be fol-

lowed by CAA designation of a number of

other skyways, providing numerous other

air routes which can be developed similarly

in other parts of the nation.
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Boeing Stratojet Bomber
Heralds Transonic Combat

XB-47 features sweptback wing; unique mounting of

six G-E jet engines and bicycle landing gear.

Boeing’s XB-47 "Stratojet” bomber her-

alds a new era in U. S. aircraft design. By
introducing the drag-alleviating sweptback

wing for the first time in a combat air-

craft in this country, Boeing is pushing the

modem tactical airplane into the transonic

speed regime and casting the shadow of

obsolescence over all previous jet bomber

The 62-ton giant is powered by six

General Electric J-35 turbojet engines pro-

viding 24,000 lb. of rated thrust. Aside

from the sweptback airfoil surfaces, the

radical installation of these engines is its

salient feature. Four engines are paired

in nacelles suspended below the wing near

the fuselage with the other engines located

near the wingtips. This layout was dictated

by the wing planform. Because of the sharp

sweepback it was necessary to mount the

inboard engines well forward to bring their

weight near the airplane's ccnter-of-gravity

and to suspend them below the wing to

provide a clear path for the jet blast. The
thin wing created a problem of providing

sufficient bending strength in the thin spars.

By suspending the other two jet engines

near the wing tips, the wing itself was

made to carry their weight rather than

creating an additional bending moment in

the wing-fuselage spar fittings.

Tremendous Fuel Load—The 2,000-mile

range of the XB-47 is attained by what

is described as a “tremendous” fuel load

and estimates indicate that approximately

1 5,000 gals, of jet fuel would be required

to attain this range. Fuel may be cither

ANF28 gasoline or ANF34 kerosene, since

the J-35 runs equally well on either. Fuel

compartment is entirely within fuselage and

extends from the cockpit aft along the up-

per portion of the bomb bay to the rear

wheel well.

Auxiliary power for the jet engines is pro-

vided by two batteries of nine 1,000-lb.

Jato rocket units mounted on each side of

the fuselage just aft of the wing (Aviation

Week, Sept. 1 ) . These units provide 18,000

lb. of thrust for 2.8 seconds for use during

takeoff, an aborted landing approach or for

fast acceleration during (light.

Bicycle Gear—Landing gear of the XB-47
is a "bicycle” design similar to that used on

the Martin XB-48 jet bomber. Heavy duty

dual wheels arc mounted directly in the

fuselage and arc fully retractable, folding

forward and up with doors sealing the open-

ing after retraction. The forward main gear

is steerable for ground maneuvering. A re-

tractable tail skid of the B-29 type is

mounted in the aft fuselage to provide pro-

tection for the tail in the event of a “tail

down” landing. Small, single-wheel auxil-

iary landing gear legs are located in each in-

board engine nacelle to provide lateral

ground support during takeoff and landing.

They carry no static load when the airplane

is at rest and they retract forward into the

jet engine nacelle and are sealed by doors

while in (light.

The XB-47 carries accommodations for

three crew members: a navigator-bombardier

in the nose, a pilot forward in the canopy

and a co-pilot-radar-operator directly behind

the pilot. The crew compartment is pres-

surized, and the bubble canopy may be jet-

tisoned in emergency with the pilot and co-

pilot escaping by ejector seats. The slim

lines and large fuel load of the plane limit

the accessibility of the interior and the crew

is confined to the forward portion of the

Large Bomb-bay—Bomb-bay is located in

the central fuselage and is large enough to

accommodate the U. S. 22,000-lb. bomb al-

though not large enough to take the monster

42,000-lb. bomb wthout modification. Bomb
sighting is by radar located in a streamlined

fairing directly under the nose. Only arma-

ment aboard is a remote-control turret con-

taining two .50 cal. machine guns mounted

in the extreme tail. Radar-operated gun lay-

ing equipment is controlled by the radar

operator in the crew compartment forward.

Boeing has paid particular attention to

the preservation of low-drag laminar flow

over the XB-47 through the use of a special

finish along all surfaces rearward to their

point of maximum thickness. This process

consists of a filler application to fill in

“cans,” dimples and wrinkles. This is fol-

lowed by a paint coat, sanding and a final

smooth paint finish. This process has been

applied to the fuselage nose, wing and tail

leading edges, engine air intakes and the

engine supporting struts.

With a span of 116 ft. and a length of
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108 ft., the XB-47 is approximately the size

of a Douglas DC-6 transport, although

weighing twice as much. The wing, fin and
horizontal stabilizer are swept back at an

approximately 45 degree angle to reduce the

adverse effects of compressibility as the

speed of sound is aproached. This radical

new feature, first test flown on a converted

Bell L-39 by the NACA at Langley Field,

Va., is expected to give the XB-47 a top

speed of about 630 mph. at 30,000 ft. Tests

of XB-47 models in the Edmund T. Allen

Memorial Laboratory wind tunnel at Boe-

ing’s Seattle plant showed the bomber
capable of mach number 0.95 before ad-

verse drag effects seriously interrupted the

tests. Tin's would indicate a maximum speed

of about 720 mph. for the XB-47 in a dive,

or just 40 mph. short of the speed of sound,

which has not yet been achieved by an air-

plane.

Test Flight Plan—The XB-47 has not yet

been test flown and Boeing test pilots Robert

Robbins and Scott Osier do not expect to

make the first takeoff attempt until late in

November. Engine run-up and ground taxi

tests will require about two weeks and

cabin preshurization tests and instrumen-

tation of the plane for the extensive (light

test program will require the remainder of

the time.

Boeing engineers believe that the new
XB-47 represents as revolutionary a break

with traditional design as was the famed

B-17 "Flying Fortress” when it was intro-

duced in 1935. Speed, range and hitting

power of the new bomber will create new
potentialities for the independent Air

Force and their plans for an all-jet striking

arm by 1950.

INDUSTRY OBSERVER

Airlines have begun experiments to boost gross weight of the early model Lockheed Con-

stellations (L.-49) from the current 93,000 lb. to 100,000 lb. Pilots are likely to take a

strong stand against the proposed weight boost unless it is accompanied by substantial

power increases that are not yet contemplated by the airlines concerned.

State Department approval for release of seven German scientists now in the U. S. for

jobs with private industry has set a precedent for further releases to interested industries.

Indications are that more German scientists will be allowed to emigrate here if they can

find American industrial backing.

Navy is negotiating with Chance-Vought on a production contract for 30 FX6U-1

(Pirate) jet fighters.

Look for CAA to approve U. S. airlines’ use of modified SCS-5 1 (military version of ILS)

at the following cities before the bad weather season begins: Brussels, Paris, Amsterdam,

London, Shannon, Geneva, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Frankfurt A/M; Oslo, Berlin and

Madrid.

Northrop Aircraft's YB-49 eight jet flying wing bomber was put through ground and

taxi tests last week, and should be ready for its first test flight within two weeks. A
Wright Field pre-flight inspection board completed examination of the bomber Sept 18.

The jet bomber will be flown out of Northrop's factory field and then to Muroc Army

Air Base on Mojave Desert.

French nationalized aircraft industry is working on a new jet bomber (S.O. 4,000) powered

by two Rolls-Royce Nene engines and designed for a top speed of about 560 mpli. Arsenal

VG-70, French jet research plane has been completed and is awaiting test flight.

First Canadian-built helicopter has been test flown at Dorval Airport, Montreal. It was

designed by Bernard Sznycer and Selma Gottlieb of New York. It has a four-blade main

rotor and is owned by Intercity Air Lines Go.

First Argentine jet fighter (the "Pulque”) built at the Argentina government aircraft fac-

ldaho Editor Named tory at Cordoba has been flown. It has a span of 36 ft. 11 in., a length of 31 ft. 10 in.

p 'd t f AFA 3n<* WC'®*1S 7.900 lbs- H is powered by a Rolls-Royce Derwent turbojet engine of 3,600 lbs.

Thomas G. Lanphier, Jr., Boise, Idaho

wartime fighter ace, and now managing

editor of the Idaho Daily Statesman, was

elected president of the Air Force Associa-

tion at its first convention in Columbus,

Ohio. He succeeds James H. Doolittle,

wartime commander of the 8th air force

and now vice-president of the Shell Oil

Co. Doolittle was named chairman of the

AFA board.

Other new AFA officers are: James E.

Stewart, Hollywood, 1st V. P.; Meryll Frost,

Wellesley, Mass., 2nd V. P.; C. R .Smith,

American Airline Board Chairman, 3rd V.

P.; Julian B. Roseuthal, Forest Hills, N. Y.,

secretary and G. Warfield Hobbs III,

N. Y. C., treasurer.

AVIATION CALENDAR

Navy has experimented with British Martin-Baker ejection seats and British reports indi-

cate future Navy orders for the type. Navy ejection seat experiments have been carried out

with borrowed AAF North American P-82 twin Mustang.

Martin Jensen, former vice president of Bendix Helicopter Co., is now developing a new
type helicopter of his own design in seclusion near Tonasket, Washington.

Air Forces has completed design work on new 25-ton cargo capacity assault transport

capable of operating out of sod airfields. The cargo compartment is 12 ft. high, 15 ft. wide

and 50 ft. long and will carry an M-24 medium tank. It will have ramp loading facilities

and tractor-type landing gear.

Glenn L. Martin Co. has delivered seven AM-1 Mauler bombers to the Navy for service

tests. These arc now stationed at Patuxent, (Md.), Quonsct Point (R. I.), Philadelphia and

Inyokem (Calif.), the latter for rocket firing and armament tests. About 30 production

AM-2's arc in various stages of assembly and upon completion will be sent to the Atlantic

fleet for carrier service.

Recent modification to Martin JRM Mars transports in operation on NATS routes

between California and Hawaii include the installation of flame-resistant wool sound-proof-

ing in the passenger compartments and a water tank for humidifying cabin air conditioning

AAF is developing two gliders, one of 4-ton and one of 8-ton useful load. The latter will

have a cargo compartment 35 ft. long, 8 ft. 8 in. wide and 8 ft. high.
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London Sees New Aircraft Types at Show
New machines added since

last show total 27 ; radio

guided missile also ex-

hibited.

Great .Britain's annual September air

show at Radlctt, 1 5 miles north of London,

showed overseas buyers the best in air-

craft and engines—medium sized airliners

and freighters, personal and executive air-

craft, and fast fighters.

Rolls-Royce showed the "Nene“ and

"Derwent” jets of the type which had been

purchased in quantity by overseas govern-

ments. De Havilland’s "Goblin" power-

plant of the Vampire fighter, and its larger

counterpart the "Ghost" which will power

the DH 106, 500 mph. transAtlantic jet-

liner, were also displayed.

Lancaster Exhibited—Planes shown in ac-

tual flights included: Lancasters powered

with both “Nene" and "Ghost" engines,

Lincoln powered by the Bristol "Theseus”

turboprop, Viking (medium size airliner

which replaces C-47s), Dll Dove, Bristol

Wayfarer and Freighter, and Miles Mara-

New planes which made their first pub-

lic appcarauce were: Miles Merchantman,

and the Airspeed Ambassador, Also mak-

ing its debut was the wartime top-secret

Fairey radio-guided missile.

Altogether there were 70 types of air-

craft shown, and of that number 27 were

new machines since last year's exhibition.

In addition there were some 1S7 static

stands of engines, accessories, propellers

and similar items open to public view.

Report by Swiss Air

Reflects Line’s Growth
GENEVA-Swiss Air's exploitation re-

port, just published for the first half of

1947, indicates constant progression of the

company's activities although two special

flights to the U. S. last May are not in-

cluded.

During the first six months of the 'year,

2,502 flights were made, against 1,433 in

1946. Number of kilometers flown was

1,626,896 against 1,025,303, and passengers

transported 37,747, compared with 25,766.

Cargo increased from 136,779 kilograms

last year to 408,738 for the 1947 period.

Mail and baggage also showed increases.

Regularity rate was 98.66 percent against

99.3 percent in 1946, the slight decrease

due to bad weather conditions in the first

three months of this year. (On some days,

landings were prohibited at most European

airports.)

To improve its service in the future and

open new lines to other European countries,

Swiss Air Corp. — equipped at present

mainly with Douglas DC-3s—ordered four

Convair 240s from Consolidated Vultee

Aircraft Corp. for delivery in the spring of

1948.

Communication Bills

Approved By Argentina

BUENOS AIRES—The Argentine Senate

has approved and sent to the President for

his expected signature bills authorizing in-

vestment of 5650,000 (U. S.) for purchase

of private and mixed airline radio-communi-

cation as well as $4,400,000 (U. S.) for the

improvement, expansion and operation of

this equipment.
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LANGUEDOC PRODUCTION LINE
Fuselage shop of Sud-Est, France, now producing the "Languedoc,” four engine

airliner for European use. Powered by four Gnomc-Rhone engines, the plane has

a cruising speed of 230 mph. with full load of 33 passengers, five crewmen, and a

ton of cargo. The Languedoc is in use on Polish LOT airline.

British Reversing Early Trend

Toward 100 Percent Jet Power
Gas turbines rejected for reciprocating engines on

two specific aircraft; Americans see end of piston

power.

By F. R. BREWSTER

LONDON—One of the farthest-ranging

discussions ever held on the roles of gas tur-

bine and reciprocating engines highlighted

the Anglo-American Aeronautical Confer-

ence here and resulted in several significant

disclosures.

• Peter Masefield, Ministry of Civil Avia-

tion's director of long-range planning, de-

clared the British arc not going 100 percent

to gas turbines. In two cases turbines were

specifically rejected in favor of piston en-

gines. Construction orders for one small

plane (possibly the Miles Marathon), de-

signed to be able to use both types of power,

have been revised to call for reciprocating

engines only. Another plane not to be fly-

ing for five years (perhaps referring to the

Brabazon I) has been designed principally

around reciprocating power.

• Ray Young, AVright Aeronautical Corp.,

slated his firm has decided not to push de-

velopment of reciprocating engines above

the present region.

These policies came to light during gen-

eral comments that followed the presen-

tation of the final paper of the conference.

"The Propeller Turbine Aero Engine," by

F. M. Owner, chief engineer of Bristol.

Arranged jointly by the Instittutc of the

Aeronautical Sciences and the Royal Aero-

nautical Society, the meeting was attended

by nearly 50 leading U. S. aviation personali-

ties, headed by Preston R. Bassett, president

of the I.A.S.. and representing aircraft and

engine builders. Navy, Army and Air Force,

CAA, NACA, and university research staffs.

Sir Frederick Handlcy-Page, president of

the A.AE.S., presided over the conference,

which attracted nearly 300 British design-

ers and engineers from the industry, the

services, and the various government de-

partments.

Talks on Airframes—Airframe construc-

tion to meet the greatly increased demands

of postwar aviation was singled out for spe-

cial attention, with the two leading papers

devoted to stressed-skin construction: one
by Nicholas J. Hoff, professor of aeronau-

tical engineering, Polytechnic Institute of

Brooklyn, on “Thin-Walled Monocoques";

the other by Dr. D. Williams, of the Royal

Aircraft establishment, Farnborough, on

"Structural Properties of Stressed-skin

Wings.” "Structural Problems of Large Air-

craft" was discussed by H. Knowlcr, director

and chief designer of Saundcrs-Roe, Ltd.;

and A. E. Raymond, vice president, engi-

neering, of Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., re-

ported on “Some Aspects of Transport Aero-

plane Development.”

Helicopters were treated in two papers,

one on “Power Plant Installations” by Bell

Aircraft's vice president, engineering, Robert

M. Stanley; the other, on “Rotor Systems

and Control Problems,” by Bristol Aeroplane

Company Ltd.’s chief helicopter designer,

Raoul Hafner.

American estimates of the possibilities of

an expanding personal aircraft market were

contributed by Grover Loening of NACA
in a paper on “The Performance of Eco-

nomics of Personal Aircraft" and by CAA’s
T. P. Wright in another paper entitled

"Personal Aircraft—An American Appraisal.”

Specific contributions to greater operat-

ing efficiency and safety were described in

two more American papers: "Icing Prob-

lems," by Abe Silverstcin of NACA’s flight

propulsion research laboratory, and "Elec-

tronic Instrumentation and Control of Air-

craft” by Martin Kiebert, of Sherman Fair-

child and Associates.

Aerodynamic progress on both sides of

the ocean was well recorded in papers by

Dr. Theodore von Karman, chief of the

U. S. Air Force’s Scientific Advisory Board,

discussing "Theoretical Consideration of

High Speed Stability and Control"; by M.
B. Morgan of the R.A.E., on "Control in

Low-Speed Flight"; by Dr. Clark B. Milli-

kan, acting director of the Daniel Guggen-

heim Aeronautical Laboratory at California

Institute of Technology, who recounted re-

sults of “High Speed Testing in the South-

ern California Cooperative Wind Tunnel”;

bv W. G. A. Perring, director of the

R.A.E., who discussed “High Speed Per-

formance"; and by Robert R. Gilruth of

NACA’s Langley Memorial Aeronautical

Laboratory, who reviewed “NACA’s Wing-

Problems Discussed—Specific aerodynamic

problems were treated in papers on “Modem
Operational Factors Affecting Airworthi-

ness,” by the British Ministry of Supply’s

K. T. Spencer and P. A. Hufton; and on

"Design Problems Arising from Sweepback,”

by Vickers-Armstrongs' chief aerodvnamicist

E.
J.

Richards, who conducted much of the

experimental work carried out by the British

on various sweptback-wing conformations at

the National Physical Laboratory before he

joined V-A recently.

All of these topics provoked extensive dis-

cussion, but none more vigorous than that
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following Owner’s reading which was pre-

ceded by Ronald M. Hazen, Allison's di-

rector of engineering, who (in effect)

sounded the knell of the piston engine in a

paper discussing "Factors Affecting the

Future Development of Reciprocating En-

gines," and A. Gam Elliott, Rolls-Royce’s

chief engineer, who showed how “Turbine

Engine Icing Problems” arc being faced.

Owner, whose company builds both reci-

procating and turbo-prop engines, pointed

out the marked advantages in performance

offered by the turbo-prop engine when oper-

ated in the range between 350 and 500

mph. He stressed that its future develop-

ment hinged on the improvement of its

thermal efficiency, with consequent reduc-

tion in fuel consumption,

Discussion Vigorous — The discussion

which followed Mr. Owner’s presentation

may be regarded as typical of the Spirit

which permeated the whole conference.

Dr. H. Roxbce-Cox, director of the Minis-

try of Supply’s national gas turbine estab-

lishment, and Air Commodore Frank
Whittle rose to defend the qualifications of

their own pet project, the straight-jet or

"ducted-fan” engine, especially its capacity

(which the turbo-prop lacks) of developing

extra-thurst quickly when needed, as in

takeoff or in balked landings, as’ well as its

greater thermal efficiency, 90 percent com-
pared to 85 percent.

Then followed supporters of both sides,

from both sides of the ocean, arguing the

pros and cons of the axial and the centrifugal

compressors, the opportunity for employing

simpler reduction gears with the straight-jet

(2:1 instead of as high as 10:1 for the turbo-

prop), the greater ease of installation where

only the nacelle diameter need be considered

and not the diameter of a whirling propeller.

Norman Rowbotham, Bristol's general

manager, staunchly defended his designer

and tossed in the thought that it would be
wise not to forget the new emphasis on
providing propeller-braking, to which Hand-
ley-Page’s chief designer R. S. Stafford re-

torted that propeller-braking was not likely

to be a possibility with a turbo-prop engine

because of the slow acceleration of gas tur-

bines. Young revealed that his firm feels

there is a strong case for turbo-props in air-

craft which are intended to fly far and fast.

E. S. Thompson of General Electric sec-

onded Owner’s thought that it was unwise

to push turbo-props into civil aircraft too

soon, and that paying passengers ought not

to be expected to underwrite the additional

development period as is now indicated. He
interjected here that his own company pre-

ferred to concentrate in the interim period

on compound engines, instead of going part-

way toward the ultimate goal of a pure-jet

engine with a turbo-prop. T. P. Wright
later made clear that G-E.’s attitude was

CAA policy also.

After a host of points had been raised on
slipstream effect against the desirability of

reducing drag by smaller diameter, and on
the choice between improving heat ex-

Boeing Adds Workers
Boeing Aircraft Co. is hiring new

employes for its Seattle, Wash., plant

at the rate of 200 a week.

This rate will continue through

four weeks until early October, when
it will drop to approximately 150 for

one week and then to 100 weekly

for an unspecified period, according

to Lcs Issacson, personnel manager.

Total employment before the start of

the hiring campaign approximated

12,500.

Boeing officials said increased em-

ployment was necessary to "handle

the work ahead.” This work includes

the construction of 133 B-50s for the

Army, the first of which is now being

tested; three YC-97A and one 97B
Stratofrcighters, also for the Army;

56 Stratocruisers, the first of which

now is undergoing test flights and the

XB-47, an experimental multi-jet

bomber.

Delivery of the Stratocruisers is ex-

pected to begin late this year, with

Pan American first on the customer

list. The Army's 97B also is a

stratocruiser while the 97As arc a

transport version of the airline plane.

changer efficiency or concentrating on blade

cooling, Masefield made his statement re-

garding mach policy on jet.

He explained this decision is partly be-

cause of the lack of flexibility of power in

jet engines, which is a necessary require-

ment for air liners that shows itself most

significantly at times when the pilot is con-

fronted by the problems of stacking up

awaiting landing permission, or of delayed

takeoffs, both of which result from the

present limitations of air traffic control.

So successful was the conference that at

its closing session Mr. Bassett extended an

invitation to the British to attend another

similar affair in America, as soon as it could

be conveniently arranged, at which the dis-

cussions only begun at this meeting could

be continued. Sir Frederick, while accept-

ing with alacrity on behalf of the British,

pointed out genially that it might only be

possible to hold such a conference aboard

an English ship in New York harbor, if

the Treasury could not scrape up enough

dollars to permit the British delegates to

land.

Borrowing Halted
Bcndix Helicopters, Inc. has abandoned

its attempt to borrow $175,000 at 6 per-

cent interest from its stockholders due to

the latter’s lack of response. The firm is

now negotiating for the sale of a building

in which it has a $205,000 equity to obtain

the desired working capital.

Aeronautical Products, Inc. reports a net

loss of $85,521 to Mav 31 on net sales of

$901,858.

Luke Harris Joins

Lockheed Service
Col. Luke Harris has been elected vice

president in charge of sales of Lockheed Air-

craft Service, Inc. He also becomes a mem-
ber of the Board of Directors.-

Harris brings to his post with the mainte-

nance and overhaul organization years of

experience in airline engineering. He was

an Army flyer in World War I and from

1920 to 1927 was connected with the air

mail service. Later he was engineering and

maintenance executive with National Air

Transport, Lndington Airlines, American

Airlines and Capital Airlines.

During World War II, Harris was chief

of engineering and maintenance for Air

Transport Command. He returned as vice

president of Capital, then resigned to head

Luke Harris Industries, Inc., the position he

left to join Lockheed Service. His head-

quarters will be at Burbank.

In other personnel actions:

• Sperry Corp. elected A. R. Welton vice

r Westinghouse I

the atomic energy project at O

SURFACE PROTECTION
Northrop Aircraft workman is shown peel-

ing off vinyl plastic coating from XB-35

surface as the giant flying wing bomber is

prepared for test flight. Since alclad con-

tains thin coating of pure aluminum as a

corrosion protector, scratches caused by
workmen and tools create danger spots.

Tough coat protects plane during final as-

sembly and ground tests from workmen,
jigs, fixtures and handtools until flight test

when it is easily removed by hand.
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— The Red Elastic Cap and Collar is molded

in one piece to prevent LIQUID SEEPAGE

!

Gasoline cannot seep past the bolted con-

nections inside the B-36 wing tanks. This

ESNA’s latest development in self-lock-

ing. self-scaling nuts—the Nylon Cap Nut.

The nylon cap and collar is molded in

The Red Elastic Collar seals the root

liquid seepage. As in other Elastic Stop

Nuts the bolt must impress a full thread

tion produces a compressive, radial-

and bottom sides of the bolt threads

. . . that insures a full thread contact

and a dependably tight liquid seal.

Here again Re-usable Elastic Slop Nuts

provide dependable protection against

disposal of the aviation industry. For

more details about ESNA Nylon Cap

anchor types, address: Elastic Slop Nut

Corporation of America, Union-

New Jersey. Sales Engineers and

Distributors in prineipal cities. 1

All ESNA Elastic Stop Nuts — re-

gardless of size or typo — lock in

Vibration impact or stress revorsal

prestressed or posi-

ELASTIC STOP NUTS
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From three great pioneers of heavier-than-air flying,

Glenn H. Curtiss and the Wright Brothers — Curtiss-

Wright derives both its name and its tradition of long-

range planning and research.

Long-range planning and research preceded the

world’s first successful powered flight by the

Wright Brothers on December 17, 1903 in a

Wright plane with a Wright engine . . .
preceded,

too, the first official flight ever recorded in the

United States . . . made in 1908 in a plane de-

signed, powered and piloted by Glenn Curtiss.

In the same pioneering spirit of these great founders

of modern aviation . . . but with far greater research

and experimental facilities at their command . . .

Curtiss-Wright engineers evolved airplanes, engines

and propellers that saw action in every combat theater

in the world during the war . . . and today fly on many
leading commercial airlines.

Today, continuing research and development at

Curtiss-Wright are evolving planes, engines and pro-

pellers that will keep the names Curtiss and Wright

FIRST IN FLICHT as they have for 44 years.

CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA '{§•' NEW YORK 20, NEW YORK

Dfw.ton. of Curflti.Wriaht Coroorolio". ilHPIANE DIVISION • WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION • PROPELLER DIVISION

L. G. S. SPRING CLUTCH CORPORATION MARQUETTE METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION
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Fig. 1 First 1,000 lb. thrust unit Fig. 2 Conical carbon insert nozzle

Fig. 3 Cylindrical carbon insert nozzle Fig. 4 Standard Igniter

Lightplane JATO Seen in Rocket Design
Development of these auxiliary units, suitable for small craft, has reached

stage of high refinement. Researchers seek means of further lowering cost.

The continued refinement of JATO units

for application to light aircraft as well as to

military and cargo versions is today an im-

of assisted takeoffs. Lessons learned during

past development arc a prerequisite for de-

signers and production and maintenance

personnel in this activity.

The JATO motor, now being produced in

large quantities by Aerojet Engineering

Corp. for BuAer, began (as such) approxi-

mately eight years ago at Cal Tech’s Gug-
genheim Aeronautical Lab. There in ’59 jet

propulsion research (air corps) was instituted

to perform basic studies into rocket field. Ex-

perimentation was initiated into both liquid

and solid propellant rockets. First applica-

tion, a small motor delivering 28 lb. thrust

for 12 sec., was fabricated from tubing with

propellant charge cast in place.

About this time aircraft assisted takeoffs

via rockets began to appear feasible. In

Aug. ’41
, six of these motors were attached

to an Ercoupe and several takeoffs made suc-

cessfully.

These tests have demonstrated prac-

ticability of auxiliary jet propulsion for air-

craft.

Next solid motor design delivered 200 lb.

thrust for 8 sec., and used a potassium

perchlorate-asphalt propellant mixture. Dur-

ing development of this unit, work was also

progressing on liquid propellant rockets, and

culminated in a 1,000 lb. thrust motor for

Douglas A-20’s.

Early Development—As recently revealed

in material (prepared by Aerojet’s W. L.

Rogers) for guided missile familiarization of

Army officers, success in the production

of these small units led to development of

larger thrust motors.

First 1,000 lb. thrust design was built

around seamless steel tubing (Fig. 1). Nozzle

was mounted on centerline of unit, but

ignitor and safety assembly were shifted to

one side. Rating was 5 sec. duration. Tests

were made in ’43, and first production order

from Navy was for delivery late in same year.

Cartridge Motor—Temperature range of

safe operation had been a problem. At low

temperatures, difference in thermal expan-

sion coefficients of charge and chamber wall

led to cracks between charge and liner, ex-

posing more area of burning, giving rise in

pressure. The charge, like any asphalt, be-

came brittle at low temperatures, and would

break up from shock of ignitor. At high

temperatures, charge would flow when motor

was placed on its side, opening additional

area to burning. These conditions led to

“blows" of safety diaphragms and, occasion-

ally, the chamber.

To solve these difficulties and reach a safe

operating temperature range of 0 to 130
deg. F., modifications in both charge formu-

lation and method of supporting it within

chamber were proposed. Modifications in

propellant aimed toward a more plastic

charge at low temperatures while main-

taining physical strength at high tem-

peratures. Cartridge unit was proposed as

solution for holding charge within chamber.

Charge was to be completed outside of

chamber, for better inspection, and inserted

later.

Chamber design finally chosen—on basis

of serviceability, ease of manufacture, availa-

bility of facilities, and low cost—is substan-
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tially that used today. It consists of a body
fabricated from 91 O.D. X .281 wall seam-

less steel tubing with 90,000 psi. min. yield

strength. Aft closure made by swaging or

spinning a hemisphere from tube. Bosses arc

welded to accommodate nozzle, ignitor, and

safety assembly. Mounting lugs are also

welded. Modified taper buttress thread is

cut on forward end of chamber, and mating

female thread is cut on a drawn ellipsoidal

cap, attached to handling stand.

Chamber design criteria are based upon
consideration of: operating pressure; safety

release pressure; hydrostatic proof pressure;

thrust loads; inertia loads.

Pressure Considerations—Operating pres-

sure is determined from initial motor design.

For any propellant, curves can be obtained

for equilibrium burning pressure against area

ratio and linear burning rate. Thrust of

motor is related to equilibrium pressure by

equation: F= p, Cp f,. (F= thrust; p„
=

chamber pressure; CP= nozzle coefficient;

f,— nozzle throat area.) CP is known for

any given ratio of burning pressure to exit

pressure, so using area ration curve, motor

can be designed from this equation. The
duration may then be established from the

burning rate curve. After operating pressure

has been obtained for 60 deg. F-, the varia-

tion in operating pressure with charge tem-

perature must be considered.

Maximum operating pressure is basis for

operation of safety pressure release. Selection

of this range is arbitrary, depending upon

stage of development of unit. Minimum
safety release pressure must be above max.

operating temperature to insure that igni-

tion pressure peaks will not rupture safety'

diaphragm.

Each vessel is hydrostatically proof-tested

above the max. expected operating pressure.

Only criterion for this pressure is that

strength of vessel at peak temperature should

be considered in establishing proof pressure

so that proof will be given of satisfactory

operation at max. safety release pressure with

wall at temperature.

Nozzle Design—JATO motor components

(nozzle, safety pressure release, and ignitor)

have evolved through considerable develop-

ment. JATO nozzles were originally made
from solid copper. Design based upon mass

of copper necessary to absorb heat trans-

mitted to nozzle during run. Later, search

was made for material suitable for light-

weight nozzle which would withstand severe

conditions of temperature and erosion. Vari-

ous ceramic materials were tried without

success. A tungsten-carbide nozzle failed by

cracking under thermal shock. Conical

nozzle insert, machined from extruded

graphite bar and held in a steel body, was

tried and operated successfully for 30 sec. in

a 1,000 lb. thrust motor (Fig. 2).

But still nozzle was unsatisfactory. Fail-

ures occurred just downstream of throat at

thin section of carbon. Theory of conical

insert had been that, under pressure, insert

would be forced into steel cone and insert

material would then be thrown into com-

pression. Due to thermal expansion of steel

and variations in cone angles in some cases,

carbon chipped away at aft edge. This

failure often did not affect performance of

unit, but breaking of carbon would proceed

forward past throat, causing a drop in thrust

curve. This type of failure was eliminated

by adoption of present cylindrical insert

nozzle (Fig. 3). In this design the thin

carbon section at aft edge of insert was

eliminated, and after an extensive proof test

program, was incorporated in the motor.

Other features are thin copper diaphragm

held in place by carbon insert, and KNS
bottle cap over exhaust end of nozzle. Cap
over end of nozzle, protects ignition dia-

phragm from damage during shipment and

handling, is removed just prior to firing.

Ignitor Problems—Main problems in de-

velopment of JATO ignitor fell into two

classes: mechanical development, and ignitor

charge development.

Ignitor of first 1,000 lb. thrust JATO
motor was patterned after that used in early

designs. It was soon apparent that this

ignitor was inadequate. Reproducibility of

ignition was poor, lags of several seconds

were common, misfires, and low pressure

burnouts frequently occurred.

Analysis of problem indicated that an

ignitor which provided both heat and pres-

sure in chamber would be most desirable.

Elimination of these difficulties led to

present ignitor design. Ignitor cap mixture

was replaced with fine black powder sealed

around resistance wire with paper, and

initiator pellets were replaced with blasting

powder. Results with this design have been

excellent, and ignition is swift and sure.

While problems in charge design were

being solved, mechanical features of ignitor

were being perfected. Main problem was

introduction of insulated electrical circuit

through a wall which had to be sealed

against temperature and pressure.

Original design consisted of two pins

pressed into a transite insert which was

pressed into steel cap. Pins were arranged

to mate with a standard A insert socket;

nichromc resistance wire was soldered be-

tween terminals on chamber side of unit.

Failures occurred in which entire assembly

would be blown out.

Regular spark plug formed basis for next

type. Although this solved problem of seals,

attachment of leads and the projection of

the fragile porcelain shank of plug was not

satisfactory. Tire present single pole ignitor

(Fig. 4) was then proposed and developed.

In this unit a single positive lead wire is

used, and resistance wire is mounted in two

parallel legs from positive terminal to

ground. Adequate grounding being pro-

vided between JATO motor and airplane

mounting lugs. Careful assembly procedure

including a 1,000 psi. gas leak test, is neces-

sary to insure proper operation.

Safety Rcleasc-This fills remaining boss

provided for attachments at rear of motor.

It is installed so that sufficient escape area is

provided in event of abnormal pressure rise

inside chamber will not result in fracture of

chamber walls. Device is quite simple, con-

sisting of a copper diaphragm of such thick-

ness as to fail at a predetermined pressure;

a retaining cap which neutralizes thrust

from escaping gases and catches flying pieces;

and an adapter which forms diaphragm scat,

and threads into boss. Diaphragm is insu-

lated from hot gases by a zinc chromate

paste retained by wire screen.

Propellant Charge—Present cartridge unit

incorporates results of hundreds of test

firings on different designs. First develop-

ment investigated use of various types of

cannisters—metal, plastic, and rubber—as re-

tainers for cartridge, and led to conclusion

that tape-wound units offered most advan-

tages because of less tendency to separate

charge and liner at low temperatures.

Charge design has been simplified by

taping an aluminum plug into forward end

of charge, and supporting cartridge from

stud buried in the plug and attached to for-

ward cap with nut.

The two piece cartridge motor in its

present form (Fig. 5) represents a high stage

of refinement in asphalt-base propellant

charges. Over normal operating tempera-

ture range unit will withstand short time

accelerations of 12g in any direction.

Future Trends—Simplification is in process

of JATO motors. There will be a single

boss in aft end of motor to accommodate

carbon throat on its axis surrounded by two

initiators and six safety diaphragms.

Experience gained in development of

JATO motors is now being incorporated in

a unit of 12 sec. duration with 250 lb.

thrust. This motor weighing about 50 lb.

is for application to light aircraft.

As research toward ideal propellant

charge continues, design of metal parts will

proceed toward more efficient function,

lighter weight, and lower cost. Beyond the

horizon lies the smokeless JATO motor.
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Protective

Beauty

for the Stinson

Flying Station Wagon*

From freezing altitudes to broiling plains, through driving rains
and battering hail and sleet—Berryloid Aircraft Finishes are
made to take the toughest tests of weather and still come up
bright and sparkling.

BERRYLOID
AIRCRAFT
FINISHES

That’s why Stinson, and so many other leading aircraft pro-
ducers, insist on Berryloid. They know that Berry Brothers

have spent over 30 years research and develop-
ment in fine aircraft finishes. They know that
Berryloid protects and preserves vital metal
and fabric surfaces against the extremes in
weather. They know it provides both the beauty
and protection so necessary to aircraft.

For new plane production and on existing
planes ... be sure it’s bright, enduring Berryloid.

’Advertised as ‘America's Most Useful
Personal Planes.”

Boston

Inglewood, Calif.

BERRY BROTHERS, UVC.

Winnipeg
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The XHRP, built by the Piasecki Helicopter

Corporation in collaboration with the Navy,

represents the first successful tandem rotor

helicopter. Typical of the advanced engineering

that went into this new ship are the FEATHER-

WEIGHT all-aluminum oil coolers . . . developed

in the largest, most modern wind tunnel labora-

tory in the aeronautical heat exchanger industry.

Inherently light, strong, compact, FEATHER-

WEIGHT all-aluminum oil coolers resist the ex-

tremes of temperature, pressure, vibration and

shear which frequently cause oil cooler failures.

Inquiries concerning FEATHER-WEIGHT oil cool-

ers are invited. Clifford ManufacturingCompany,

561 E. First Street, Boston 27, Massachusetts.

Offices in Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles.

CLIFFORD^ ALL-ALUMINUM OIL COOLERS

HYDRAULICALLY-FORMED BELLOWS
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Increase in drag was measured

when tape seals and metal fair-

ings were removed from gaps

on horizontal and vertical tail

surfaces of these aircraft. To
reduce this drag, lightening

holes in spars of fixed part of

tail should be sealed, gaps be-

tween fixed and movable sur-

faces made small as possible,

and fuselage scaled oil at rear

bulkhead.

Removal of seals and fairings

from openings at tail wheel

plane increased drag coefficient

largely result of leakage through

these openings. Drag of these

installations can be reduced by
external fairing and sealing or

by internal scaling of bulkhead

in front of tad wheel well.

Searching Drag Studies Check Speed Impeders

Investigation of tail installations show importance of sealing gaps and bulkheads.

Part VII
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BUTLER MANUFACTURING COMPANY

UP GROUND SERVICE TO AIRCRAFT

Increasing air traffic is a challenge to

ground service efficiency.

Butler-Built Refuelers answer this chal-

lenge with greater speed, safety and
dependability in transferring gas and
oil to aircraft fuel tanks.

During peak traffic periods at busy air-

ports, Butler Refuelers have proved
their stamina and ability to

handle rush period servicing... to handle
more jobs, more economically.

That’s why many leading airlines and
oil companies in America—and through-
out the world— are standardizing today
on Butler-Built Refuelers. Sizes range
from small capacity units to the largest

semi-trailers. Send now for full infor-

mation on ButlerTruck Tank and Trailer

Tank Refuelers.

Better Quality

Send full information on:

gallon Truck Tank Refueler

gallon Trailer Tank Refueler

For Prompt Handling, Address

BUTLER MANUFACTURING CO.
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Jet Rotors Point to ’Copter Payload Gain
Engineers emphasize larger loads for short duration flights, do not con-

sider operating costs prohibitive. Noise may restrict use in congested areas.

After many years of research both here

and abroad, the practical application of jet

the grasp of U. S. helicopter designers.

In fact, it is so close that whirl tests of

a pressure jet rotor developed at Venice,

Cal., by Marquardt Aircraft Co. for the

propeller laboratory of Air Materiel Com-
mand at Wright Field, lead engineers of

that firm to anticipate surprising payload

gains for flights of relatively brief duration.

Systems Compared—Using as a basis for

comparison a conventional helicopter such

as the Sikorsky R-5, grossing 4800 lbs., they

have charted (Fig. 1) in terms of endur-

ance the payload increases that might be

expected of both a pressure jet and a ram

jet rotor power system.

It will be seen that the pressure system

offers, for one hour of flight, a 750 lb. pay-

load gain over the conventional helicopter,

while equipment of the machine with a

ram jet system offers, with 30-min. endur-

ance, a payload bonus of 1000 lbs.

Clifford Petersen, project engineer on the

Marquardt jet rotor project under an Army
contract, feels that performance indications

of the graph exceed slightly actual results

of whirl tests with the pressure rotor.

He feels, however, that these perform-

ances arc within reach, and agrees with

Corwin D. Denney, Marquardfs chief heli-

copter engineer, that both systems are tan-

talizing in their offering of sharp payload

increases for specialized helicopter work
requiring flights of short duration.

Specialization—Denney envisions two im-

mediate fields of work for the jet helicopter.

In military use it could transport heavy

equipment short distances in the field; span

cially it would seem to have good use for

cargo and shuttle flights between city gath-

ing loads from roadways to inaccessible

locations in mountainous areas.

The engineers concede that jet helicopter

operating costs will be higher than those
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of the conventional type, even for short

endurance, due to greater fuel consumption.

But they believe this greater cost will be

an "insignificant factor" in considering the

return from increased payloads.

Source of their optimism and calculations

is a 21 -ft. pressure rotor (Fig. 2) of Mar-
quardt design developed during the past

two years and used to provide the Army
with data on effects of variations in rpm.,

lift, fuel consumption, and angles of attack.

Blade Details-Thc all-metal blades were

constructed by Rhccm Mfg. Co., which also

has provided blades for Stanley Hiller’s

helicopters.

The two-blade Marquardt rotor receives

through the hub a 1:20 fuel-air mixture un-

der a ram pressure of 1.7 atmospheres that

is increased by centrifugal force to a 2:1

pressure ratio (30 p,s.i.) at the burner tip.

At the blade extremity (Fig. 3) is

mounted the ''motor." an aerodynamically

sheathed Inconel burner weighing approxi-

mately five pounds.

The cutaway photograph of the burner
(Fig. 4) shows the final ducting of the fuel

mixture through an ingenious perforated

flame guard which serves secondarily as a

system of turning vanes and turbulence

intensifier.

It should be noted that the flame guard

structure terminates short of the after wall

of the duct (toward the trailing edge) where

a small, smooth turning channel provides

a high-speed boundary layer flow along the

burner chamber wall in which is mounted
an igniter sparkplug. The high-velocity

boundary layer was sought at this point as

a protection against direct flame heat of the

portion of the chamber that otherwise would

overheat, being buried in the aerodynamic

sheathing of the tip structure.

As it turned out, this speedup of the

burner chamber boundary layer worked too

well, and it was found to be impossible

to ignite the mixture with the sparkplug

in the location shown. Actually, on the

whirl test stand, the burners arc ignited by

momentary introduction of a rod-mounted

spark gap into the burner orifice.

Fast Pickup—Using standard, unleaded

gasoline, each burner produces 60 lbs.

thrust, and it has been possible to reach full

as short a time as ten seconds.

The test rotor produces 1000 lbs. thrust

(lift) at a tip speed of 600 ft./sec.

Configuration of the rotor assembly is

such that it gives an effective solidity (ratio

of blade area to rotor disc area) of .045.

The blades taper uniformly from a root

chord of 13 in. to a tip chord of 7.5 in.,

and employ a high-speed NACA 07 series

airfoil section which permits operation at a
maximum tip speed without experiencing

compressibility drag.

A further technique to achieve this latter

condition is seen in the forward sweep of

the blade tip to a maximum of 30 deg. at

its extremity.

Aluminum alloy was used in fabricating

the blades, and their structure is a semi-

monocoquc type permitting a high ratio

of internal blade duct area to airfoil con-

tour area. This was important, in order

to minimize pressure drop due to frictional

losses in the blade ducts.

In tests conducted to date the blades have
been whirled at angles ranging from 4 to

12 deg. and without any attempt to intro-

duce cyclic action that would have had no

bearing upon data sought.

While no studies have been made of the

influence of cyclic blade angle changes upon

the performance of a ram jet attached to a

helicopter rotor, Marquardt engineers do
not anticipate that any insurmountable

problems of combustion will arise. They
say that in tests of large ram jet motors

mounted at the wing tips of aircraft a yaw

of 8 deg. brought no appreciable loss of

power although it obviously altered to some
extent the uniform mixing of fuel and air

in the diffusion chamber.

German Machine Studied-To date the

only jet helicopter of record that actually

has flown is the Ccrman Doblhoff machine,

now under flight test at Wright Field,

which employs the pressure system.

Marquardt engineers report that the Ger-

man helicopter shows a low order of effi-

ciency and they believe that their own West
Coast experiments and comparable research

by other designers throughout the country

will lead to early production of a U. S. flying

prototype that should prove to be highly

Obviously, the advantages of the sug-

gested jet helicopter arc several. In the

single rotor design torque is eliminated and
with it the need of an auxiliary tail rotor.

The pressure jet system requires only a

relatively small piston engine or gas tur-

bine to operate an air compressor to feed

Rotor speed can be adjusted with ease,

and there is no need for the costly and

heavy variable speed transmission required

to accomplish this in the conventional heli-

copter. These all add up to a saving in
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leadinq aircraft instruments
— by tlie instrument leader!

Weston Trim

Free Air
new flush mounting Resistance Bulb

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION write Weston Electrical

Instrument Corporation, 616 Frelinghuysen Avenue,

Newark 5, New Jersey
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structural and equipment weight that can

be translated into profitable load.

Obstacles Seen—Drawbacks of the system

arc equally obvious, and the Marquardt

group readily admit that on the basis of

their studies it appears that the jet machine

cannot compete with the conventional type

in flights exceeding two to three hours

will be the noise problem. While it is

possible to apply silencing techniques to the

engines of conventional helicopters and

make them tolerable brief neighbors in con-

gested areas, there is no ready solution of

the noise problem posed by pressure jet

or ram jet motors. Of the two the latter

probably will prove the most obnoxious.

For the time being, at least, their roar will

the enthusiastic will term "progress.”

Evidence of the serious intent of rotary

wing research groups in pushing jet rotor

development is given in accompanying Mar-
quardt graphs showing a portion of the

data derived from whirl tests of the pres-

sure jet rotor. These graphs bear Mar-
quardt company identification of Figs. 1 3-1 5,

and 6-9.

The apparatus used by Marquardt in de-

riving performance data in whirl tests com-
mands interest in its comparative simplicity.

The daylight photo of the rotor in motion

(Fig. 5) best show's the structure of the

tripod test stand and its accessories. To
obtain accurate measurement of lift the

rotor hub mount was attached to a paral-

lelogram and balanced by the heavy weight

cording scale situated beside a board mount-

ing test manometer tubes at the foot of

the tripod. Ram air was piped from an

adjacent source of supply. Prior to whirl

tests, static firing of a tip burner was con-

ducted, and thrust records obtained by bal-

ancing it (Fig. 6) on the platform of a

ulate air cooling of the jet burner in rota-

Night tests of the rotor served a useful

purpose in studying development of the

intense, blue flame of the pressure burners,

and a time exposure photograph of the

run (Fig. 7) produced a dramatic halo of

fire above the test rig.
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He’s the air traveler. Aircraft interiors must please him. Yet,

theymust also be proofagainst him. Conscious ofappearance,

the air traveler unconsciously gains confidence in your ships

when their interiors are upholstered in Bridgeport Fabrics.

Because they always look new, fresh and well

groomed, they are an asset to you and your customers. They a

specially designed and constructed for aircraft use

—

unusually light in weight, exceptionally durable,

beautiful textures, Bridgeport Aircraft Fabrics rei

staining and scorching, clean easier. Seats look smoc

after long hops and many occupants. These fabrics

can be supplied in exclusive colors to match

any interior. They are easy and fast

to install (special stretch-

ing and sewing character-

istics save up to 20%
on installation time).

Write for free samples and

complete details.

EPORT 1, CONNECTICUT
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AVIATION SALES & SERVICE

T. P. Wright Sees Price Drop

For Personal Planes by 1955

Longrange prediction anticipates five-fold production

growth for family aircraft in next eight years despite

short-term trend variations.

By ALEXANDER McSURELY

A five-fold increase in personal plane

production and sales by 1955 over the 1946
production of 30,000 aircraft, is again

predicted by T. P. Wright, Administrator

of Civil Aeronautics, after a current re-

appraisal of market and production factors.

Coming at a time when personal plane

sales are in the doldrums, with scant pros-

pect for marked improvement in the im-

mediate future, the Administrator's fore-

cast regards the present slump as a short-

term variation of trend which will be over-

come by a combination of improved plane

design, and lower plane prices made pos-

sible by better production engineering.

Strong Encouragement—Considering the

high accuracy of Mr. Wright’s previous

aviation forecasts and the factors he cites

in making his new appraisal, the prognosti-

cation comes as a strong encouragement to

a faltering and uncertain personal plane

industry.

Two years ago Administrator Wright
made essentially the same longrange fore-

cast. He sees no reason to ehangc it now,
despite the sudden production and sales

boom of 1946 and the equally sudden
market drop which began late in 1946 and
has extended through to the present.

"The 1946 sales of personal aircraft were

a little out of scale with the real average

want, as purchases were made by people

who had been prevented from fulfilling

their desire by the war,” the Administrator

points out. "Subsequently ascertained high

operating costs coupled with the above

have brought about a considerable decrease

in sales this year, as indeed was to be
expected. Even with a drop of sales in

1947 and 1948, registrations figures will

still be substantially above the long range

forecast line of growth, and on the average

production should fall along the curve

thereafter.”

Characteristics Summarized—Characteris-
tics which he believes must be incorporated

into the personal plane in order to insure

the utility which will assure the growth of

its sales may be summarized as follows:

• Size and Arrangement: Four-place with

adequate luggage space. Gross weight of

2,500-3,000 lb. Empty weight of 1,550

to 1,800 lb. Low-wing arrangement, pos-

sibly a pusher. Unrestricted pilot view

at all times. Approximately 200 hp.

Tricycle landing gear.

• Performance: 1 50 mph. cruising speed,

500 ft./min. rate of climb minimum.
c Safety: Non-vicious spinning character-

istics (cither non-spin or rapid spin re-

covery), optional two-control, stall warning

device, (light operations characteristics indi-

cator; simplified engine and propeller con-

trols.

• Special Equipment: Low external and

internal noise level; radio receiver and

transmitter, range receiving equipment; con-

sideration of using gas turbine-propeller

powcrplant; castering wheels for crosswind

landings.

Given such characteristics. Administrator

Wright expects that the personal plane will

have utility to attract a large market and

thereby permit reductions in price. He be-

lieves that an efficient readable airplane or

flying automobile would be a long forward

step in utility also.

Incomes Figure—Study of available mark-

ets indicates that there are approximately

1,600,000 families in the U. S. with in-

comes of 57,500 a year or more. There

are more than a million families possessing

two automobiles. Annual sales of marine

outboard motors arc approximately 500,000.

These figures arc used in arriving at Iris

market of approximately 150,000 planes

a year by 1955.

This would put the price of the four-

place airplane at around $4,400 to $5,400,

or an average price of around $4,900 which

would be aproximatcly three times that of

today's lower priced autos.

Cost Decrease-Operating costs of the

personal plane are also expected to decrease

for these reasons:

• Depreciation which amounts to 26 per-

cent of the total costs will automatically

drop, due to reduction in initial price, and

improved design for increased life of the

• Insurance costs of about the same pro-

portion will drop due to reduced cost of

PERSONAL PLANE SHIPMENTS

the plane to be insured, improved safety

and other unnamed factors.

• Hangar storage which forms about 13

percent of present total costs will be

lowered by design innovations such as fold-

ing or removable wings.

o Maintenance and repair costs, now about

15 percent, will likewise be reduced by

design improvements, some reduction in

spare costs, and by increased safety.

• Fuel and oil costs arc expected to remain

unchanged.

Planes with good neighbor features such

as low noise level, and increased safety will

make possible increased use of close-in air-

ports, and these will be made possible in

one-runway form by wide adoption of the

crosswind castcring landing gear.
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New recommendations in-

clude different system of

symbols for marking stock.

Procedures for maintaining closer con-

trol of inventory by aviation distributors

have been recommended to Aviation Dis-

tributors and Manufacturers Association by

R. D. Hicks, Continental Motors Aviation

service manager, and chairman of the

ADMA committee on obsolescence, with a

further suggestion that the committee be

re-named committee on inventory control

and adjustment.

Recommended procedures, which are to

be voted on by ADMA membership by
mail ballot include:

• Manufacturer At Intervals of not less than

one year will obtain from distributors com-
plete itemized listing of inventory, and use

listing objectively in a program to remove
overstocked items from distributor's stock

transferring them to other stocks where

• Manufacturer Will Immediately recall

from distributors ports or items which
through engineering changes or manufac-

turing defects are no longer suitable for

original installation. Distributor shall stand

uo loss if he returns items promptly on
manufacturers request. Manufacturer shall

have option to replace these obsolete parts

immediately with usable parts, or to make
other agreement in accordance with dis-

tributor's contract.

• Manufacturer Will Use due respect and
caution in altering list prices, to assist in

preventing losses to distributors as a result

of price changes.

• Distributor Will Keep inventory record

permitting accurate and prompt accumula-

tion of complete inventory status, including

past usage, to be made available to manu-
facturer on his request.

• Manufacturers of Products which lend

themselves to this practice, will provide

distributors with an annual coded list of in-

dividual service parts indicating current

usage with following symbols recommended
for universal usage:

Asterick for best selling essential stock.

Diamond for good selling recommended

Dot for current item with varying demand
depending on location and condition.

White Square for slower moving item.

Black Square for warning item.

Circle for obsolete item no longer car-

ried in current catalog.

Arrow pointing up with other symbol to

denote classification of item improving,

or pointing down to indicate classifi-

cation worsening.

• Distributor and Manufacturer will coop-

erate in sharing inventory information and
service requirements, working closer to-

gether for greater profits for both.

Hicks’ committee recommended that pro-

cedures if adopted be circulated to all air-

craft manufacturers and distributors whether
they are members of ADMA or whether

they are not.

Exempt in Oregon
Payment of fees for aircraft registration is

in lieu of personal tax on planes, according

to an opinion by Attorney General George

Neuner of Oregon. Registration and licens-

ing of airplanes are held to be in the same

category as automobiles, which are exempt

from personal tax in Oregon.

Bell Helicopters Dust

Locusts in Argentina

A Buenos Aires helicopter opeiation,

Trabajos Aereos y Rcpresentaciones

(TAYR) has just taken delivery on the last

two of an order of 11 Bell helicopters,

which are being used to dust poison on

locusts which are preying on Argentinian

crops.

C. J.
Tippett, TAYR technical director

reports that six helicopters are already op-

erating against the locusts and that three

others are soon going into service. The

Argentinian department of agriculture, ac-

cording to the TAYR representative is en-

thusiastic about the new means of combat-

ting the locust plague which last year

caused more than $25,000,000 damage to

the com crop alone, and which attacks all

types of vegetation over at least 50 percent

of the Argentina area for as much as seven

months of each year.

A commercial version of di-nitro-ortho-

crisol is used to dust the insects and the

helicopters fly over or through the locust

swarms during the hottest part of the day,

operating in the swarms without damage to

the helicopters. The locusts breed in the

North and it is planned to attack their

breeding areas with helicopter dusters early

next year.

Tippett described a typical locust swarm

as 20 to 800 ft. deep, several miles long

and several miles wide, often so thick that

it forms a cloud over the sun.

Alison Speaks At

CAA Region Meeting

John Alison, new Assistant Secretary of

Commerce for Air, was principal speaker

at the second annual regional conference of

the Civil Aeronautics Administration at the

Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta, Ga„ Sept. 16, 17

and 18. Purpose of the conference was to

give non-scheduled operators and private

pilots an opportunity to air their views to

CAA representatives.

In addition to Alison, prominent aviation

leaders of seven southern states including

M. E. Thompson, governor of Georgia, were

programmed. The proceedings included

numerous progress reports by government

agencies and was expected to create addi-

tional recommendations for CAA study.

Flight Strips for Farmers

The Flying Farmers of Oregon, in annual

convention at Corvallis, recommended that

flight strips be provided at points con-

venient to agricultural experiment stations

and field test plots for the convenience of

airborne agriculturists. Resolutions com-

mended the state board of aeronautics for

its program of painting aerial signposts.

Farmers were urged to mark their own fields

for the guidance of flyers. More than 100

farmers flew their own planes to the con-

vention.
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Miramar Deal Proposed
The city of San Diego may take on

joint operation with the Navy of the latter's

nearby Miramar field. Details of the pro-

posed arrangement call for the city to move
several bnildings and connect utilities; share

cost of field upkeep on the basis of landing

gross weights, and join in operation of the

tower by CAA-certified city and Navy
personnel.

San Diego's airline passenger traffic would
continue to be handled at its Lindbergh

field, except when fog-bound. All cargo

traffic would be diverted to Miramar, which
has two 6,000-ft. runways and another

BRIEFING FOR DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

AOPA MOVES—With indications pointing to a membership of almost 60,000 in 1947,
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association is beating the gun by moving to larger quarters.

New national headquarters will be located in the Washington Building, 15th St. and
New York Ave., N. W, Washington, 6, D. C.

GOOD CUSTOMER RELATIONS—Beech Aircraft Co.’s letter to Bonanza owners
(Aviation Week, Sept. 1 5) on replacing of roll-welded skins on wings, is seen as a smart

move in customer relations as well as a protection to the reputation of the airplane. By
this time it is probable that a number of the planes already have been modified since

it is hoped to process them at the rate of five a day or 25 a week and complete the

program in approximately three months. Special early handling dates will be given
to any plane owners who reports "an unusually large number of cracks in the same

Shops Are Added
Aviation Division, S. A. Long Co.. Inc..

Wichita, in addition to its wholesale dis-

tribution of aviation supplies has recently

added to its aircraft service facilities a new
overhaul shop conforming to Eclipse-

Pioneer standards, to handle starters, gen-

erators and accessories.

Operating CAA approved repair station

No. 2783, the division specializes in com-
plete instrument service, including a mod-
ern dial painting shop.

Export department of the I.ong organiza-

tion is prepared to furnish all types of spe-

cial packaging to customer specifications,

and the company also operates a fly-in

and pickup service for its customers.

Pipeline Patrol

Interstate Oil Pipe Line Co. has formed

an aviation unit and started regular air

patrol of both its own and the Ajax Pipe

Line Corp.’s lines throughout Oklahoma.
Arkansas. Louisiana. Mississippi and Illinois.

Three planes spend four days in the air

on regular patrol averaging about 1.500

miles per week. One plane covers Inter-

state's Oklahoma system and the Ajax line

from Glenn Pool, Okla. to Wood River.

111. The second patrols the trunk line from

Glenn Pool to Baton Rouge. La. and Inter-

state's Mississippi system. The third plane

covers Interstate’s lines in the Bavou and

Delta lands of Louisiana.

North Dakota Pilot Fee

Annual pilot registration fee of 51 will

be assessed against North Dakota pilots, the

North Dakota Aeronautics Commission has

announced following its organization meet-

ing in Bismark, N. D. Erling Nasset, state

aeronautics director, said that planes would

be charged registration fees almost identical

with present auto registration fees, while

aircraft dealers also would register, but with-

out fees. The commission has adopted as

its own, for state enforcement, the flight

and operation rules of the Civil Aeronautics

Administration, and plans a program of

strict enforcement cf regulations and prompt
investigation of accidents, Nasset said.

PART 60 REVISION—The reckless flying buzz boys and the bad accident record

they have established are primarily responsible for the tightening up of Civil Air Regu-
lation Part 60 in a new revision which becomes effective Oct. 8. A requirement that

aerobatic flying is prohibited within any civil airway or control zone as well as over

settled areas is expected to require a number of flight schools to relocate their practice

areas. Other important changes: flight within 500 ft. of any person, vessel, vehicle or

structure is prohibited; 1,000 ft. minimum flight rale above cities, towns and settle-

ments has been changed for a new requirement that planes flying over such areas must
be at least 1,000 ft. above the highest obstacle within a horizontal radius of 2,000 ft.

of the aircraft; acrobatics arc prohibited when visibility is less than three miles and

altitudes lower than 1,500 ft.; planes arc forbidden to fly close enough together to create

a collision hazard, and formation flying by planes carrying passengers for hire is

banned but the specific requirement that planes may not fly closer than 500 ft. except

by pre-arrangement is dropped; contact cross-country flight rules for planes flying higher

than 3,000 ft. above the surface must conform to some instrument flight rules as

regards flying at specified odd or even thousand ft. altitudes. Copies of the new Part 60
will be available after Sept. 30 for 5 cents at the office of Superintendent of Documents.
Washington, D. C.

RIGHT HAND PATTERNS—CAA's suggested segmented airport marking plan, using

contrasting color blocks of various materials to make airport marker circles and give

other information to flyers in the air, now will be used also to designate fields which
use right hand traffic patterns. CAA Technical Standard Order N5 and an accompany-
ing drawing No. 742 illustrate the use of the segmented marker circle with L-shaped

panels extending from the periphery of the circle. The short leg of the L panel extends

in the direction in which traffic pattern moves. Specifications provide that the longer

side of the L shall be 16 to 24 ft. long and 3 to 5 ft. wide while the shorter side

shall be 12 to 20 ft. long and the same width. CAA is requiring that such markers

be displayed by all right-hand pattern airports after Oct. 8.

PARTS COMPLAINT—A letter from an NATA member complaining about the lack

of cooperation by some plane manufacturers in prompt servicing of parts orders, has

been transmitted to personal plane manufacturers as "food for thought.” The fixed

base operator set out his grievances about how several aircraft and engine manufacturers

on numerous occasions had failed even to acknowledge his orders and complained that

even minimum parts which the manufacturers asked their representatives to stock

were not being supplied. He suggested that if a survey were made of all the manu-

facturers and they were rated on the basis of their parts service to distributors and

dealers some of the companies “who arc, or should be capable and have claimed good

service, might be a little embarrassed.”

ADMA GUIDE SHEET—Aviation Distributors and Manufacturers Association is

planning an official standards guide sheet which will summarize the Association’s recom-

mendations on sales catalogs, including dimensions, margins, punching etc., to insuie

standard size catalogs and price sheets throughout the aviation supply trades. Aim
is greater convenience both to supply distributors and dealers and manufacturers. The
Association already has adopted for its catalog the same standards used by the National

Standard Parts Association in the automotive parts industry,

-ALEXANDER McSURELY
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FINANCIAL
Atlas Corp. Control of Convair

Shows Interesting Implications

Some feel move is attempt to liquidate Convair; more

likely move stems from feeling that profit in aircraft

industry will rise.

A number of interesting implications sur-

round Atlas Corp.’s assumption of control

of Consolidated Vultec's aviation develop-

ment. In commenting on Convair's out-

look, Atlas president Floyd Odium re-

marked that the company’s long range

future "appears rather dismal" and the air-

craft properties are “bound to lose heavily

this year and seems almost certain to lose

substantial sums next year.” Yet, despite

this public declaration, the Atlas Corp. has

agreed to assume the special responsibilities

in connection with Convair as its largest

stockholder.

As of June 30, 1947, Atlas owned 100,-

000 or 6.4 percent of Consolidated's out-

standing common stock. Reliable reports

indicate that such holdings have been aug-

mented since that time. As previously

noted (Aviation Week. September 15) the

Avco Manufacturing Corp. which presently

holds 26.1 percent of Convair, in a Series

of financial moves, will relinquish control

of the aircraft properties and assume owner-

ship or control of the non-aviation interests

now represented in Convair.

Long Range Plan—'Hie Avco action ap-

pears to be in line with its long range pro-

gram of removing itself from aviation and
concentrating in the durable consumer

goods field. Formerly known as Aviation

Corp. and a direct outgrowth of the Cord
interests of the 1929 era, this combination

investment trust and operating company at

one time was a dominant factor in avia-

tion. It held the largest individual inter-

est in American Airlines' common stock

until ordered by the Civil Aeronautics Board

in October, 1945, to sell such interest. Such

holdings were ordered sold as they ap-

peared in conflict with the trust’s control

of Convair. At total of 287,538 shares of

the old common stock of American (prior

to the five-for-one split or about 22 percent

of the airline’s total capital stock was then

owned by the Aviation Corp. During 1946,

211,000 shares of this stock was sold at a

profit before taxes of almost $17 million.

At the present time, Avco owns 257,690

shares of American’s common stock or al-

most 4 percent of the entire issue. Also

owned are 366,954 shares of Pan American
Airways and 60,000 shares of Roosevelt

Field, Inc. common stock.

Among Avco’s other iutcrcsts are sub-

stantial holdings in New York Shipbuilding

Corp., one of its earliest investments. It

would appear that Avco's operating divi-

sions. Lycoming, manufacturer of engines

for light aircraft, and Republic Aircraft

Products, producer of aircraft precision

parts, may eventually be sold if the com-

pany is to remain consistent with its long

range program of retiring from aviation.

Avco’s present holdings of 410,417 shares

of Convair common stock were last carried

on its balance sheet at 55,299,013. At

current market prices, an apparent loss of

about 51 million is indicated. Convair’s

48 percent interest in ACF-Brill Motors

Corp. and its general manufacturing plants

at Nashville, Tenn. are expected to form

the core of the new corporation arising

from the segregation of the Convair prop-

erties. Stockholders of each four shares of

Consolidated will have the opportunity to

exchange one of their shares plus 518.50

in cash for two shares of the new* corpo-

ration. Avco has indicated that it will

take up all unsubscribed shares. The new
corporation is expected to have 800,000

shares issued initially which may largely

be owned by Avco. It is highly possible

that at some future time, this new corpo-

ration may be consolidated with Avco
which directly and indirectly is now en-

gaged in the manufacture of radios (thru

Croslcy Division) along with a radio sta-

tion. farm implements (thru New Idea

Division) ranges, frozen food storage units

and stoves (thru American Central Division)

along with sundry activities.

Interesting Feature-With the gradual

exit of .Avco from aviation, another inter-

esting feature of the segregation of the

Convair properties is found in according

stockholders of the later company a choice

to maintain their investment in an aviation

property or to diversify in other industries

represented by the new corporation.

At the termination of hostilities, many
aircraft companies sought to diversify their

activities by going into other pursuits.

There have been conflicting views as to

the advisability of this course as many
stockholders felt that instead of immobiliz-

ing huge sums of capital in this mann;r,
larger distributions should have been n> .de

in the form of dividends. It has been fre-

quently contended that aircraft manage-

ments have been very reluctant to make

large capital distributions as in this pro-

cess, properties under their control would

contract to disquieting proportions and en-

danger their security and tenure of office.

On the other hand, it has been argued that

by diversifying, aircraft managements can

attempt to maintain the corporation’s level

of earning power. Frequently, however,

this is a costly and expensive process as

no assurance is at hand that effective com-

petition can be offered established com-

panies long in their respective fields.

Logical Assumption — It is logical to

assume that despite its gloomy prediction

of Convair’s aviation future, Atlas Corp.

expects to ultimately profit by its invest-

ment in the aircraft company. Odium stated

that the primary business of Atlas was to go

into special situations that give promise

of being worked out beneficially and profit-

ably over a period of time. Moreover, he

stated that Atlas has never undertakn to

manage enterprises but only to assist as a

major stockholder in their rehabilitation

or development. On the record, over a

period of years, this policy has been out-

standing successful and has paid liberal

returns to Atlas. One aviation venture

that has not turned out very well, however,

is Atlas Corp.’s investment in Northeast

Airlines. The investment trust owns 100,-

000 shares or 20 percent of the airline's

total capital stock. In addition, more than

51,500,000 has been advanced- to assist the

* carrier through its recent difficulties.

Some observers believed that Atlas Corp.

may attempt to ultimately liquidate Con-
vair and profit in this manner. This has

been true with many special situations

which Atlas Corp has entered. However,

this course appears unlikely. It is more
plausible to assume that the Odium inter-

ests may feel that the aircraft industry may
again become profitable and this may be

a favorable opportunity to gain control of

a major property in this field.

Large working capital positions have in-

trigued many investment observers and is

responsible, in many instances, for recom-

mending the purchase of aircraft equities.

Frequently this has been indiscriminate as

no effort was made to discern the compo-
sition of such working capital balances. For

example, in many instances, working capital

consisted of large inventory positions which

was more than a hindrance rather than a

mark of strength. Unless the composition of

working capital accounts are known and to

what purpose they are proposed to be

utilized, it can become very costly to take

investment positions in aircraft securities.

—Selig Altschul
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THE RUHR-
VALLEY OF DECISION

F
OR AMERICANS and for American busi-

ness the most important single spoton earth

today is the Ruhr Valley of Germany—

a

valley no bigger in area than the State of Rhode
Island. Upon recovery in the Ruhr hinges re-

covery in Europe. Upon recovery in Europe

hinges the peace of the world.

No machine can run with its most important

part missing. Western Europe without the Ruhr
is a dead machine. Before the war, over half the

coal and steel produced in the Western part of

Continental Europe came from this one little

valley. Today, the fact is that no other region in

Europe has the technical skills and enterprise to

produce the industrial supplies which Europe

must have if it is to help itself back to a self-

supporting economy.. And, after observing

Europe for many weeks, I am convinced that no

one but the United States can successfully super-

vise the rebuilding of the Ruhr.

If you will keep four considerations in mind,

as the international politicians gamble, you can

easily tell whether the United States is playing

its proper role in the rehabilitation of the Ruhr.

Here are the four considerations:

I. We are paying for the Ruhr rehabilitation

(or the lack of it).

II. We alone have the skill and enterprise to

supervise its rebuilding.

HL It will be a tough organizing job requir-

ing money, hard work, and outright sacrifice on

the part of management men and technicians.

IV. We had better do it well if we love our

children.

We are paying for rebuilding theRuhr—orwe
soon shall be. The British now control the Ruhr,

its government and its industry. They have been

paying out about four hundred million dollars

—American dollars— a year to buy the food,

raw materials and equipment needed to rebuild

the Ruhr. The British must spend American

dollars for these supplies because the supplies

fan not be bought anywhere but in America.

Thus far the British have, in effect, obtained the

dollars which they spend for the Ruhr by draw-

ing them out of the $3,750,000,000 loan which we
granted Britain last year.

Now the loan is fast running out. The British

lack dollars and other assets. We must take over,

directly or indirectly, the dollar expenditures

for rebuilding the Ruhr. We shall pay for it.

Therefore—
II

We should supervise it. The British have been
running the Ruhr’s industry. They might con-

ceivably suggest to Washington that they con-

tinue to run it while we pay the bill. That we
should never agree to. There is a sound old

rule that he who pays the piper shall call the

Perhaps we would not need to invoke that rule

if the British had done a good job reviving the

industries of the Ruhr. They have done a poor

job—physically and ideologically.

The physical output of the coal mines and steel

mills of the Ruhr in recent months was actually

smaller than at the first of the year. Production

of coal amounts to little more than half of the

pre-war 127 million tons per year. Steel produc-

tions limps along at one-sixth of the pre-war

rate— far below the volume permitted even

under the present low level-of-industry plan for

Germany.
Ideologically, the British Labor Government

has tried to export to Germany the brand of

socialism which is making such a dubious record

at home. Foreign Minister Bevin— although he
may now have misgivings about it—committed

himself to nationalization of the Ruhr’s coal and

steel industries. British representatives have
pushed hard to get General Lucius Clay, our

able military governor in Berlin, to agree to

socialization of the Ruhr. So far, he has resisted

this pressure, but our State and War Depart-

ments and we as individuals must back him up

to the limit, if he is to continue to combat this

pressure successfully.

Even if the British government were not

socialist, there would be good reason for ques-

tioning the ability of Britain to rehabilitate the

industries of the Ruhr. In recent generations, the

British management class has shown itself more
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interested in cartels, restricting output, and al-

locating markets, than in full-steam, ingenious

enterprising production.

Certainly the British must remain full part-

ners in the political administration of Germany.
No one suggests anything else. However, their

recent production record demands turning the

job of revitalizing the Ruhr industries over to

the nation which is paying the bill and which

leads the world in production.

If we have any faith in the business philosophy

by which we have lived and prospered for 170

years, we should demonstrate that that philoso-

phy still is dynamic by taking up the burden of

the Ruhr.

Ill

It will be a tough job. It will require men and
supplies and money from the United States. It

can not possibly be done in less than five years.

A list of some of the necessary steps shows how
hard it will be.

A. Plans for socializing the Ruhr should be
shelved quickly. The industries there should re-

main in trusteeship for five years. Then the

Germans themselves should decide their owner-
ship; let us hope that by that time we can demon-
strate to them that private ownership and private

initiative mean high production, good distribu-

tion and high wages.

B. The top supervising management jobs—
both the top policy and the top technical jobs—
required outstanding business ability. That is

why American business men must be willing to

go to Germany, sacrificing comfort and leisure,

and even income, if necessary.

C. Germans should take over the management
job at the operating level. The Germans are good
technicians. They have a greater incentive than
anyone else for getting the Ruhr back in work-
ing order. That incentive should be harnessed.

D. Special effort should earn special rewards.
There is nothing wrong with the Ruhr (or the
rest of Europe) that hard work will not cure.

Before a man will work hard, he must feel that

his work will advance him and his family. That
simple motive, which powers our whole econ-

omy, must be revived in the Ruhr. To revive it

requires enormous ingenuity and work ... a new
currency ... a logical customs union. . . a sensible

ration system . . . enough food, clothing, housing
and consumer goods so that the worker can buy
something with his currencyand his ration points.

E. America will have to furnish a good share
of these foodstuffs and supplies. Certainkey items

of equipment also will be needed. Only as we
succeed in our job can this flow be diminished.

F. A sensible priorities system must channel
Ruhr coal and steel into those uses which, in

turn, will further increase output. Repair parts

for railroad cars should stand high on the list.

Housing, coal equipment and machine tool parts

should come ahead of the automobiles and per-

manent steel bridges which at times have been
accorded preference.

German technical management of industry in

the Ruhr—point C above—need not mean poli-

tical control of the Ruhr by some future sov-

ereign German state. As the French know, the

Ruhr, next to the atomic bomb, is the most dan-

gerous weapon in the world. It is the arsenal

without which no European power, even Russia,

would dare start a war. There is no sense in

turning that arsenal back to the political con-

trol of a nation which twice in 25 years used it

for aggression. (And three times since 1870.)

Surely we have enough resourcefulness to let

the Germans who live in the Ruhr run the in-

dustries there without turning political control

over to a central Prussian state.

This partial list shows how much hard work
and statesmanship the United States must put

into the Ruhr. But—
IV

We had better do it if we love our children.

If we do not do this job— if we should pull out

of Germany or fail there—we leave behind us a

vacuum which neither Britain or France has the

strength or ability to fill. Russia has the will and,

if left unopposed, the power to fill that vacuum.

Therefore, the day we fail or the day we pull out

of Germany, the third world war takes a long

step closer to us and certainly to our children.

What greater incentive does any American need
to work for than our success in this field?

If we succeed, the western zones of Germany
in conjunction with Belgium and Holland can

become self-supporting in three to five years.

That way lies recovery for all Europe. That way
lies peace for the world. That way lies vindica-

tion for the American business system in which
we believe— the system of competitive private

enterprise, with freedom for the individual and
his initiative.

President McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.
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CAA APPROVES

MARTIN 2-0-2 FOR

AIRLINE SERVICE

!

First Deliveries Made to Northwest Airlines in August

MARTIN 2-0-2 approved by the Civil Aeronautics

Administration . . . the recommendation of

CAA's Type Certification Board that the CAA Wash-
ington Office issue a cype certificate to the 2-0-2

means that this advanced new airliner has been given

the okay of the U. S. Government . . . that its great

speed, comfort and dependability will be available to

airline passengers now! Delivery of the first of North-

west Airlines’ fleet of Martin 2-0-2's has been made.

Deliveries to other leading North and South Ameri-

can airlines will follow soon.

GIVES YOU MORE OF EVERYTHING!
Firs't commercial airliner of completely postwar de-

sign, the Martin 2-0-2 gives you more of everything!

More speed . . . they're 100 m.p.h. faster than the planes

they supplant! More comfort . . . with cloud-soft re-

clining scats, modern heating and cooling, smart

styling, many other luxury features. Afore dependabil-

ity . . . with heat anti-icing, flexible fuel tanks, auto-

matic, propeller-feathering system, new highly efficient

airfoil, ability to fly and climb on only one engine. Afore

economy . . . with ease of maintenance, low operating

cost, higher payload and other features that make for

profitable airline operation. As the world's leading

twin-engine airliner, the Martin 2-0-2 gives you

MORE OF EVERYTHING!
The Glenn L. Martin Company, Baltimore 3. Maryland

W AIRCRAFT
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AIR TRANSPORT

Detroit Airfreight Terminal Co., wholly owned by National Airfreight Forwarders, Inc., has opened new facilities at Wayne
County Airport containing 20,000 sq. ft. for cargo handling and office space plus 600 sq. ft. of cold storage area. The terminal

will be open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Air Transport Industry Wages,

Payrolls Climb to New Peaks
Average salary during second quarter of 1947 above

figure for U. S. industry generally; about 86,000 per-

sons employed by carriers.

By CHARLES ADAMS
Payroll of the U. S. air transport industry

grew to record size during the first half of

1947 as new international operations and

feeder service helped offset retrenchments

made by some carriers because of large

Latest available statistics show that U. S.

airlines, both international and domestic,

had an anual payroll of more than $263,-

000,000 in the second quarter of 1947.

The average annual salary of air transport's

86,000 employees was about $3,062 ($38.88

a week)—somewhat higher than the average

for all U. S. industry.

Domestic Figures — Sixteen domestic

trunklines during the second quarter had
an estimated 61,315 employes and aggre-

gate annual payrolls of around $181,000,-

000 .

U. S. flag carriers reported an estimated

22,447 employes and a total annual payroll

of about $75,424,000.

Fcederlincs Report—Seven fccdcrlines ac-

tive during the second quarter of 1947 had
1,257 employes and an aggregate payroll of

$3,560,000. Average annual salary was

about $2,832. Remainder of the $263,-

000,000 annual payroll is accounted for by
such carriers as Hawaiian Airlines, All

American Aviation and Caribbcan-Atlantic

Airlines.

By comparison, the average weekly wage
of about 31,500,000 persons covered under

tire Federal government's unemployment
compensation system during the last quar-

ter of 1946 (somewhat inflated by year-

end bonuses) was $50.13, or $2,606 an-

nually. Average wage for the same group

(which does not include agricultural

workers or the self-employed) was $46.63

weekly, or $2,424 annually, for all of 1946.

Above Average—Despite wage gains in

industry generally between the last quarter

of 1946 and the second quarter of 1947,
the air transport industry's annual wage of

$3,062 for second quarter 1947 was still

above average. Typical of the increases

granted by the airlines—paralleling wage
gains for the rest of industry—are those

listed this year by Continental Air Lines.

A new agreement signed by Continental

with its dispatchers effective Feb. 1 cost

the carrier a total of $2,160 annually; a

pact with the mechanics effective May 1

upped payroll expenses $44,748 per year;

pilots’ salaries effective Aug. 1 were boosted

an aggregate of $87,606; station personnel.

Sept. 1, $38,640; and hostesses. Sept. 1.

$7,260.

PAA Showing—Highest average wages in

U. S. air transport arc being paid by Pan
American Airways, according to reports filed

with CAB. PAA’s Atlantic Division paid

its 3,400 employes an average of $3,906
in second quarter 1947. PAA's Pacific-

Alaska Division paid 3,026 employes an

average of $3,718.

Among the domestic carriers, Colonial,

which paid 517 employees an average of

$3,392 annually during the second quarter,

was the leader. Also above the $3,000 level

were Continental, Eastern and TWA.
United and Inland, delinquent in filing

second quarter reports with CAB, had wage

averages over $3,000 during the first quar-

ter; while American and Western, also tardy

in filing reports, were close to $3,000 in

the first quarter.

Pilots Best Paid—Aside from general offi-

cers, pilots are the highest paid airline

employes. Following closely behind are

the flight engineers, mechanics, navigators

and radiomen used largely in overseas oper-

Following wage scales, for a sampling of

five carriers, show the aproximate position

of important employe groups (excluding

superintendents and managers) during the

second quarter of 1947.

• TWA, domestic—719 pilots and co-pilots

received an average annual salary of $8,535;

75 flight engineers, communications officers,

flight mechanics or navigators, $6,394,536
ground service employes (cleaners, care-

takers, cargo handlers, carpenters, electri-

cians, janitors, porters, etc.) $2,317 average;

321 ground communications operators, dis-

patchers and meteorologists, $2,418 aver-

age; 244 stock and stores employes, $2,493;

444 stewardesses, stewards and other cabin

attendants, $2,097; 1,511 ticket agents and
reservations personnel. $2,328; and 2,287

mechanics, $3,170.

• Pan American Airways, Atlantic Division

-246 pilots and co-pilots, $7,733 average

annual salary; 269 flight engineers, com-
munications officers, flight mechanics and
navigators. $6,069; 345 ground service em-
ployes, $3,247; 131 ground communica-
tions operators, dispatchers and meteorol-

ogists, $4,349; 177 stock and stores em-
ployes, $3,076; 119 stewardesses, stewards.
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etc., $2,885; 76 ticket agents and reserva-

tions personnel, $2,952; 693 mechanics,

$3,376.

• American Overseas—159 pilots and co-

pilots, $7,271 average; 203 flight engineers,

communications officers, navigators or me-
chanics, $6,291; 121 stores and stock

employes, $2,168; 165 ground service em-
ployes, $2,215; 101 stewardesses, stewards,

etc., $3,203; 132 ticket agents and reser-

vations personnel, $1,352; 774 mechanics,

S3. 310.

• Eastern—724 pilots and co-pilots, $6,903;

509 ground service employes, $2,687; 355

ground communications operators, meteor-

ologists and dispatchers, $2,616; 161 stock

and stores personnel, $2,833; 410 steward-

esses, stewards, etc, $2,161; 1,329 ticket

agents and reservations personnel, $2,248

and 1,647 mechanics, $2,734.

• Braniff—176 pilots and co-pilots, $5,953;

343 ground service employes. $1,866; 54
stock and stores personnel, $2,216; 109

stewardesses, stewards, etc.. $1,863; 424
ticket agents and reservations personnel,

$1,917; 415 mechanics, $2,999; and 78
communications operators, meteorologists

and dispatchers, $2,997.

Total employes and average salary by
carriers in second quarter 1947 (except for

figures designated first quarter) are;

American (first quarter) 13,146 employes
and $2,900 average annual salary; Braniff

2,119 employes and $2,725 average salary;

Chicago Sr Southern (first quarter) 1,578

and $2,596; Colonial, 517 and $3,392;

Continental, 660 and $3,164; Delta, 2,085

and $2,499; Eastern, 6,966 and $3,058;

Inland (first quarter) 171 and $3,183.

Mid-Continent, 1,063 and $2,697; Na-
tional. 1,799 and $2,752; Northeast, 972
and $2,772; Northwest. 3.663 and $2,905;

PCA, 3,553 and $2,858; TWA (domestic)

9,542 and $3,241; United (first quarter)

11,786 and S3.072; Western (first quarter)

1,812 and $2,926.

• International Carriers — American Over-
seas, 3,101 employes and $3,348 average

annual salary; Pan American Airways Atlan-

tic Division, 3,400 and $3,906; PAA Pacific-

Alaska Division, 3,026 and $3,718; PAA
Latin American Division, 7,211 and $3,068;

PAA (Alaska operations) 493 and $4,262;

PAA (general accounting office) 1,023 and

$3,247; Northwest, 204 and $4,109; TWA
(International division) 3,976 and $3,038.

Challenger, 124 and $2,442; Pioneer,

330 and $2,574; Empire, 108 and $3,241;

Florida, 77 and $3,554; Southwest, 328 and

$2,807; West Coast. 94 and $3,416; and

Monarch, 196 and $2,774.

UAL Mail Pay Bid

United Air Lines has asked CAB to

more than double its present mail rate of

45 cents a ton mile. The carrier told the

board this month that $1.00 a ton mile

would be fair and reasonable. UAL first

requested a mail pay increase July 1, but a

CAB public counsel had recommended that

the petition be dismissed.
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Traffic Gains

Domestic vacation travel, which

failed to measure up to the airlines'

expectations during the early part of

the summer, came back strongly in

August and over the Labor Day week-

United Air Lines reported that

passenger traffic during the Labor Day
weekend was 33 percent greater than

the year before and represented the

heaviest volume of business it has

ever handled over a holiday period.

The carrier's load factor during the

four days was over 85 percent. United

also announced that revenue passenger

mileage for August was 14 percent

over August, 1946, and 12 percent

above July of this year.

Cargo Progress Marks

First Half Traffic Gains

Final figures on traffic gains and losses

for U. S. domestic and international oper-

ations in the first half of 1947 compared to

the same 1946 period show domestic air-

freight, which was up 213 percent, made
the most spectacular jump.

The Air Transport Association reports

domestic revenue passengers gained 14 per-

cent, revenue passenger miles 10.6 percent

and plane miles 5.4 percent; while airmail

tonnage was down 7.9 percent. Revenue

passengers on U. S. international lines rose

39.4 percent, revenue passenger mileage 77.7

percent, plane miles 42 percent, airmail

1 1 3.8 percent, and express and freight 1 38.9

The airlines carried 5,961,298 revenue

passengers 2,883,590,000 revenue passenger

miles in the first six months of 1947 on

domestic routes. Overseas and international

operations by U. S. carriers in the same

period accounted for 655,257 passengers and

799,180,820 revenue passenger miles.

Slick Would Fly Mail

At 18 Cents a Ton Mile

Slick Airways last week attacked the Cer-

tificated passenger airlines for using Gov-

ernment mail subsidies to start a destructive

cargo rate war and at the same time offered

to cany airmail for a fraction of the figure

now being paid the regular carriers.

Members of the Independent Airfreight

Association arc prepared to fly the mail over

their existing routes at 18 cents a ton mile

and will post performance bond to guaran-

tee the job, according to Earl F. Slick,

president of Slick Airways and IAA. He
scorched the four airlines—American,

United, Western and PCA—which have

filed new freight tariffs with rates ranging

down to 12 cents a ton mile.

These same passenger carriers which plan

to compete with the independent all-cargo

lines at 12 cents a ton mile on freight are

appealing to CAB for a rate from the public

treasury of $1 a ton mile for carrying mail,

Slick declared. (United recently asked for a

hike in mail pay from 45 cents to $1 a ton

mile.) Through the Independent Air-

freight Association, Slick plans to take his

fight against the airlines’ "untenable” freight

tariff to the President's Air Policy Commis-

sion this week.

Slick charged that American Airlines’ con-

tract air cargo division last summer tried

to force the all-cargo companies out of busi-

ness with low tariffs, adding that this first

rate war cost the airfreight industry hundreds

of thousands of dollars and resulted in the

demise of several carriers.

U. S. Transport Fleet

Grows to 913 Planes

U. S. domestic and international airlines

more than doubled their fleet of transport

planes in the two years after V-J Day, with

a record total of 913 aircraft in operation on

Aug. 15 of this year, compared to 440 on

hand when hostilities ended on Aug. 14,

1945. Twenty-five planes were added be-

tween last June and Aug. 15 (AvtATioN

Week, Aug. 4).

An Air Transport Association survey

shows that four-engine aircraft accounted

for 354 of the 473-plane increase in the

two-year period. Largest overall gain for

any single month was in June, 1946, when
46 additional aircraft were put in service.

In domestic operations, the postwar sched-

uled airline fleet has increased 106 percent.

Starting with 181 planes left in service in

January, 1943, after more than half of the

commercial fleet had been requisitioned for

the military forces, the number of aircraft

operated over continental routes reached 358

by V-J Day and 738 by the middle of the

last month.

U. S. international operators, which had

82 planes in August, 1945, increased their

fleet 113 percent to 175 in the next two

Domestic operators have seven single-

engine, 469 twin-engine and 262 four-

engine planes in service over certificated

routes. International lines have 62 twin-

engine and 113 four-engine craft. ATA esti-

mated that 527 planes were still on order

by U. S. carriers in August.

Air Trade Declines

12 Percent in Value

U. S. exports and imports of merchandise

by air during June totaled $22,426,000 and

3,926,000 lb., a decline of 12 percent in

value and 16 percent in shipping weight

from the May post-war peak of $25,384,000

and 4,868,000 lb. The Commerce Depart-

ment said principal imports bv air during

June were watches and clocks from Switzer-

land, while principal exports were wearing

apparel, machinery and medicinal prepa-
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REMOVABLE CARGO COMPARTMENT
A highly flexible new interior arrangement adding as much as 4,000 lb. of cargo

capacity to each of its DC-4s has been adopted by Fan American Airway's Latin

American Division. The set up consists of a removable cargo compartment
which can be installed quickly in the forward end of the passenger cabin when
there is less than a full load of passengers. One 52 passenger DC-4 already has

been fitted with the compartment and is being used on test runs. The entire

fleet is being similarly modified, adding a total of more than 125,000 lb. to

maximum cargo capacity of the 32 PAA DC-4s flying the Latin American routes.

The removable compartment blocks off the first two rows of seats, and a curtain

separates this area from the remainder of the passenger cabin. An extra panel

of "scat belt" lights is installed in front of the curtain. Cost of the installation

per ship (including parts, labor, and modification) is $2,200.

Los Angeles Ready

For Helicopter Mail

The nation's first certificated helicopter

airmail service is scheduled to begin Oct. 1

when Los Angeles Airways inaugurates

scheduled operations over two routes with

Sikorsky S-51s.

Twice daily service will be provided over a

nine-city circular link from Los Angeles Air-

port to Pasadena, South Pasadena, Alham-

bra, Monrovia, Glendale, Burbank, North

Hollywood, Van Nuys and Santa Monica.

At the same time, LAA helicopters are to

inaugurate six shuttle flights daily except

Sundays between the airport and the roof

of the terminal annex post office in down-

town Los Angeles.

Additional Service—Service over a second

circular route extending from the airport to

nine cities to the east of Los Angeles is

slated to begin Oct. 16, with further exten-

sions to be made later. The Post Office De-

partment believes two million persons will

be benefited by the helicopter operations

which should cut up to 19 hours from the

transit time of airmail destined for or sent

from the Los Angeles area.

Present equipment of Los Angeles Air-

ways consists of two Sikorsky S-51s of ap-

proximately 750 lb. payload capacity. These

ships began a series of proving flights last

week. A third S-51 is to be delivered Oct. 1

and a fourth about Nov. 1.

Silencers Provided— In an effort to prevent

public objection to low level flying, the

Sikorskys are being equipped with engine ex-

haust silencers. The planes are also being

modified by installation of mail pits.

LAA's helicopters will not make their de-

liveries and pickups by hovering over or

landing on the suburban post offices as was

planned originally. Instead, landing sites

will have to be acquired on the outskirts of

each city.

Higher Costs—Rental of these landing

areas, erection of fences and proper mainte-

nance and supervision of the facilities will

add considerably to original cost estimates.

However, experiments will be made with

on-the-fly dropping of mail bags into nets

and with some form of hoisting device for

pickups so that the service can be improved

and expenses trimmed in the future.

Established weather minimums will be ob-

served for the present, with all-weather serv-

ice being postponed until more pressing

problems are ironed out. The helicopter

pilots initially will have two-way radio com-
munication with airport control towers only,

but later a radio network is expected to link

all postal stations with the ships. First

service will be entirely by day, with night

flying slated to commence during the winter.

Mail Pay Asked—Los Angeles Airways has

asked CAB to set its temporary mail pay at

$1 .1 5 a revenue plane mile without reference

to base load. This rate would not include

provision for amortization of development

costs or a fair profit, LAA stated, adding

that “operating results probably will justify

substantially larger compensation than the

temporary figure requested."

Last fall, LAA had estimated its operat-

ing costs at 91 cents a mile, but increased

payroll expenses, higher gasoline prices, taxes,

rentals and other items have forced an up-

ward revision of more than 25 percent. The

company’s pilots, for example, will be paid

$500 a month instead of the $420 a month

originally estimated.

Higher Passenger

Fares in Prospect

Failure of last April’s 10 percent passen-

ger fare increase to hoist most domestic

carriers out of the red has brought the pros-

pect of a second boost in rates this fall.

Northwest Airlines this month became the

leader in a move for another fare hike when

it sought CAB permission to increase one-

way rates 10 percent, at the same time pro-

viding for a 10- percent discount on round-

trips. R. O. Bullwinkel, NWA's vice presi-

dent in charge of traffic, said his company’s

action is in line with similar steps taken

recently by other transportation services to

meet the ever rising cost of airline opera-

Railroad Action—The airline's petition to

CAB followed soon after the Interstate

Commerce Commission permitted the Pull-

man Company to raise its sleeping car rates

up to 49 percent and authorized eastern

railroads to boost commutation fares. Re-

quests for emergency increases in other rail-

road passenger fares are expected.

Even with the proposed 10 percent in-

crease in the base rate, a passenger still will

be able to buy a roundtrip ticket over

NWA's domestic routes for 1 percent less

than the present cost of two one-way tickets,

Bullwinkel pointed out. He said the round-

trip reduction policy would conform to that

now in effect, on Northwest’s new run to

the Orient.

Patterson Statement—United Air Lines

also has shown interest in boosting present

5 cents a mile fares to 5i cents. UAL Presi-

dent W. A. Patterson believes the industry

as a whole will have to join in the move since

rising operating costs will permit few car-

riers to make profits while charging prewar

In contrast to the airlines' consideration of

higher passenger fares arc their proposals to

decrease freight rates (Avution Week,
Sept. 15). Western Air Lines has now joined

United, Capital (PCA) and American in

announcing plans for reducing cargo tariffs

to 12 cents a ton mile next month. The
four carriers' proposed 34 percent slash in

airfreight rates would be on top of the 25

percent cut which became effective on all

certificated trunklines Aug. 1.
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Muhlfeld Appointed
PAA Sales Manager

John E. Muhlfeld, traffic manager of Fan

American Airways' Latin American division

for the past 18 months, has been appointed

PAA's general sales manager.

In his new post, Muhlfeld will be adminis-

trative head of the company's U. S. sales

offices and will be functionally responsible

SHORTLINES

Air France—Plans to use Constellations on

its South Atlantic run to Brazil and Argen-

tina this fall.

American-During the last week in August

and the first week in September averaged

2,000 passengers a day in and out of Chi-

American Airlines de Mexico—Has re-

ceived a five-year safety certificate from the

Inter-American Safety Council for having

flown 153.205,538 passenger miles without

an accident since inaugurating service in

1942. Company is a subsidiary of American

BOAC—Is negotiating with Compama
Acronautica Urnguaya, S. A., (CAUSA) for

the sale of its three Boeing 314 flying boats

used on the Baltimore-Bermuda run.

Braniff—During July operated 16,958,388

revenue passenger miles, up 122,940 over

June. July airfreight was up 49 percent

Chicago & Southern—Was booked solid

on the first day of service over its new Evans-

ville, Ind.-Chicago route, inaugurated Sept.

15. Link was granted in CAB's Great Lakes

Area decision early this month.

Continental—Had a 100 percent perform-

ance record during August when no flights

were canceled because of weather conditions,

mechanical delay or operations difficulties.

Pan American-Traffic hit an all-time high

in the Alaska region during August. Mass

exodus of cannery workers southward to

the U. S. and the northbound movement of

construction men boosted passenger busi-

ness 55 percent above August, 1946. Air

express was up 127 percent northbound and

198 percent southbound.

Pioneer—Carried a record 6,472 passen-

gers 1,703,048 revenue passenger miles in

August compared to 5,858 passengers and

1,568.019 revenue passenger miles in July,

cargo during the month.

T ram Canada-Carried 43,873 passengers

on its domestic services and 2,788 on its

trans-Atlantic run during July, compared

with 39,497 and 2,397 during June. . .Com-

pany's Lancastrians, passenger versions of

the Lancaster Bomber, have been sold to

the British and are being used as flying

tankers in mid-air refueling operations.

TWA—Has established a “straight line"

organization under which each major func-

tion of the company will have one depart-

ment head for both transcontinental and

international operations. Single exception

to the plan will be in transportation, where

transcontinental operations will be under

John A. Collings and international opera-

tions under Otis Bryan. Other department

heads: personnel, R. H. Biron; public re-

lations, Dale Armstrong; traffic, E. O.

Cocke; comptroller, L. A. Gilleran; secre-

tary, G. H. Clav: treasurer. J. M. Lockhart,
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Reduce production costs by eliminating

complicated, bulky assemblies . . . LINEAR
O-rings, through simplification of product

designs and installation methods do away
with threaded packing chambers, packing

nuts, adapters and springs. . . .

No special assembly tools are necessary

and no critical gland adjustments need be
made. Simple, effective. One O-ring only
is required on piston or rod and can be
installed by inexperienced hands.

LINEAR O-rings are precision-made, syn-

thetic rubber seals moulded to extremely

close tolerances. Available in general pur-

pose compounds of exceptionally high

quality adaptable to a wide range of tem-

peratures, pressures and fluids ... or in a
number of special compounds to meet un-

usual service requirements. Standard sizes

from VS" to 15VS" ID are available. Special

sizes as required.

Let LINEAR help you simplify your installa-

tion and cut production costs with effective,

fluid-tight packing. Write our engineering

department for particular data or send for

LINEAR'S new illustrated folder today!

•Covered by Christensen United States Potent No. 2.180,795; all

”0" Rings sold by Linear are manufactured under royalty agree-

PORTRAIT OF A P. A.

Calking about is not worrying about

his gear problems ... he has turned

that you investigate the specialized

id IEVICK STREET—PHILADELPHIA 3
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POSITION WANTED

Schools

Rising Suit !

New Hamilton Governors

Models: IA2, IA4, Ip 1 2, 4S8
4GI0, 4KI I and many others. All

packed in original factory cartons.

Will ship on approval. Priced far

below market. Wire for quota-

Anderson Aircraft Co.

APPROVED REPAIR STATION 188

IN ST RUM ENTS
’ STANDARD AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT COM PANY

Hangar 35, Roosevelt Field, Mineola, L. I., N. Y. Garden City 8753

I»30-92’s
Parts For R-2000-7’s & R-1830-92's. All parts & Engines Packaged for Long Time Storage & Export.

• We are handling increasing quantities and types of engines and engine

• parts. Rapid inventory changes prevent keeping up with our stock in

these ads. For your greatest advantage we strongly recommend that you

KEEP US INFORMED OF YOUR NEEDS

STEWARD-DAVIS COMPANY, 13501 S. Western Avenue, Gardena, Calif.

CABLE: STEDAV. Phone: Plymouth 5-5144 or MEnlo 4-4579
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® SEARCHLIGHT SECTION ®

Economy
Offers
HANGARS

STEEL
BUILDINGS

HANGARS
T Spot Delivery

Write for complete details

mismmm

HUP
KBHH
SlpSi!
gaglsgsiSKS

IgiiiSos

ECONOMY COMPANY, INC
45 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C. Tel. MUrray Hill 4-1616
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.SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

EDUCATIONAL
Schools

NUTS • SCREWS • FITTING

£ Rivets • Pins • Pulleys • Cabl

^ Accessories • Washers • Spacers <

Bearings • Hose • Hose Clamps
• DZUS Fasteners

IN A COMPLETE RANGE OF SIZES

If you don't see it here, ask for it! Your

or a carload ... via Air, Rail or Motor

Truck, as you specify. Special Jet Products

or machined parts are a specialty with us.

Send for New Stock List

'STOCK LISTl Phone

Wire or

Write .

"AN'AIRCRAFT HARDWARE
by the Carton. ..or the Carload

ie of the no i

AN Hardwai

in's largest suppliers of Standard

for the Aviation and Allied Industrie

1300 East Palmer Avenue, Compton, California
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EDITORIAL
CAA-CAB—Over Regulation

Aviation industry leaders who appeared before the

President’s Air Policy Group last week outlined most of

the problems of the airlines. At press time all of the air

transport executives scheduled had not yet appeared

before the commission, so that a complete summary of

their testimony could not be completed.

C. R. Smith, chairman of the board of American Air-

lines, however, struck effectively at the confounding over

regulation by our national Government. We hope that

outstanding leaders of our aircraft manufacturing indus-

try are as vocal on this subject. The nation's press will

give excellent coverage and publicity to the expressions

of aviation business men on our national defense needs

but it is all too likely to underestimate the importance to

commercial aviation of being given back the mere right

to do business efficiently.

There is not a branch of commercial aviation anywhere
in the United States that is not being strangled by Fed-

eral red tape, regulations, manuals, rules and rulings.

General Smith put it in his usual concise manner:
“The continuing trend is toward the promulgation of

more and more detailed regulation, contrary to the

policy of the 75th Congress which enacted the present

law, and contrary to best interests of air transportation.

"The burden of minute regulation has become so great

that it taxes the ability of the regulating personnel to

supervise enforcement of the regulations they promul-

gate, and most severely taxes the ability of those who
must operate the air routes, management and employes

, "It is fair to say that the onerous assembly of detailed

regulation will lead to greater vigilance on the part of air-

Air Marking
Alex McSurely of Aviation Week, only news man on

a three plane survey flight of the New Skyway No. 1,

reports strong air marking support of Arizona and Texas

communities for the proposed Los Angeles-Washington

airway for private flyers.

Phoenix and Tucson, Ariz., civic leaders showed as

demonstration of their support a state wide airmarking

program in which newspapers, Navajo indians, Boy

Scouts, painting contractors, service clubs, and four

major oil companies—General Petroleum, Standard Oil

of California, Shell Oil and Union Oil are participating.

When Arizona’s new program started June 26, the

state had only 15 old airmarkers which had been

obliterated during World War II for security. Already

62 markers have been completed, 54 more are now
under construction and it is anticipated that a total

of 140 signs will be completed very soon to airmark

line personnel to be ‘legal’ rather than to act with initia-

tive, and good judgment. There should be a reversal of

Government policy with respect to the detail of airline

operational regulation. It should seek to attach addi-

tional responsibility to the air carriers and seek to take

the Government from the field of detailed, meticulous

operational regulation.

“It is, without doubt, fair to say that the United States

has a heavier burden of detailed aviation regulation than

any other country in the world.

“It is demonstrated that other forms of transportation

can be regulated by the assignment of operating responsi-

bility to the carrier, under sensible and well-policed

policies, as in the case of rail and maritime commerce.

There is no reason why similar policies would not be

effective in air transportation—more effective, in my opin-

ion, than the present system of meticulous, detailed,

onerous operating regulation.”

We hope that the President’s commission, and the

Congressional air policy body as well, do not become so

engrossed in top-policy deliberations of the awesome phil-

osophy of international power politics that they over-

look the mass of Government paper which surfeits avia-

tion and makes it so difficult to manufacture aircraft

and to keep them flying.

It looks to us more and more as though one answer

may be unification of CAA and CAB. The confusion in

both agencies is increasing rapidly. Each has boxed

itself so completely on so many policy matters, that it

feels it cannot back out with dignity. So each muddles

on with compromises.

It may be time to start over again with a clean slate.

Moves Ahead
every communty in the state with 100 or more popula-

E1 Paso, which before the war had the world’s largest

airmarker on a reservoir, will renew this and other

markers and enlist the support of other West Texas

communities in and near the 40 mile wide Skyway

zone installing additional markers, it was pledged at

a dinner meeting.

Future plans call for probable incorporation of the

Skyway in CAA charts, two mass flights of private flyers

converging at Oklahoma City from the East and West

Coasts, to test the Skyway, and preparation of special

Skyway 1 guides showing airport accommodations and

other facilities for touring airmen along the way.

This is encouraging news at a time when so many

are bewailing the black future of personal aviation.

ROBERT H. WOOD
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Weve even taken i

temperature in

SOUTH
AFRICA !

KOYLON Foam keeps cool—even on
the hottest days! No wonder, for

Koylon is porous. It “breathes” fresh

air with every contact and release of

pressure. What a comfort this is when
it’s “too hot to move”! It’s a welcome
feature wherever people sit or sleep.

Koylon is sagproof, clean, odorless

and verminproof. 12 years of testing

on major railroads prove that Koylon
takes constant hard wear. Providing
Koylon comfort is easy and economi-
cal as well as permanent. In every

way, it pays to specify Koylon Foam.

WHEREVER COMFORT COUNTS, PUT



LCOA

STRONG!
Alcoa Extrusions

of
75 ST alloy

WA
will not deform when machined

Alcoa 75 S-T Aluminum Alloy Extrusions offer

worth-while production short cuts in modern

aircraft. They give you metal where you want

it, in the alloy with the highest tensile strength

ever developed in aluminum—90,000 p.s.i. is typical.

Alcoa 75 S-T Extruded Shapes can be machined as

necessary before final assembly in the aircraft, without

the deformation that usually comes with such machin-

ing*. Almost every advanced military and commercial air-

craft in construction today is utilizing the high strength

-

weight ratio of Alcoa 75 S-T Alloy to increase payload or

performance. It is available in sheet, plate, and shapes; and the

know-how to help you apply it is yours for the asking. Call your

nearest Alcoa sales office, or write Aluminum Company of America,

2182 Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. *Except in extreme lengths, large sizes,

or the big end of stepped extrusions.

MORE PEOPLE WANT MORE ALUMINUM FOR MORE USES THAN EVER

FIRST IN
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